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NAACP To Give Aid To
8 Convicted Of Rape

1fc

Klondike Youth Dies
In Viet Nam War

Five y oung men recently ied in criminal cases," Mrs.
sentenced to die and three othiilsmith explained, "the present
ers given 99-year terms after policy of the NAACP Legal Delengthy trial charging 11 with,
en
"Fund is to support any
'
the rape of two young white girls
involving a threat of the
case
have asked for legal assistance
from the Memphis branch of imposition of the death penalty
the NAACP, Mrs. Maxine A. on a Negro in a rape case."
Smith, es-citive secretary revealed this week, and confir- She said the new policy has
mation that it will be granted been brought about as a result
is awaited from the national of the suspicion that death for
rape is imposed in the South alLegal Defense Fund.
most exclusively when it inAt the same time, Mil. Smith volves a Negro and a white
revealed that one of the defend- woman.
ants who was acquitte, Amos
Lee Marshall of Rossville, re- "The NAACP hopes to rectify
ceived aid free: the Fund ?..aci the injustices of unequal prowas defended by Atty. Ed tection before the law," she
Said "even should it necessitate
Thompson.
going to the U.S. Supreme Court
"Although the NAACP has to establish this basic principle
not been able to become involv- of law."

Youth Had Been
Overseas Since
Last Spring
A 19-year old soldier from
t h e Klondike community became the seventeenth victim
,from the Shelby County area to
die in Viet Nam when he was
killed by mortar fire last Friiday while guarding his unit's
flank from a Viet Cong attack.

I

He was Spec. Fourth Class
Jesse J. Bolton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse L. Bolton of 817
Randle st.

Lester High Junior Is

Mrs. Bolton told the Tri-State
Defender on Monday that her
son wrote several months ago
informing them that three of
his buddies had been killed, and
more recently that a sniper had
shot at him, but there was no
need for the family to worry because he was in one of the best
outfits there.

•

Named 'Miss Jubilect'

Miss Etrula Trotter, 16-year- school and daughter of Mrs.
old Lester High school junior, Marjorie Barbee of 1969 Car'MISS NDCC' AND RUNNERS•LP — Miss
night. At left is Miss Melberta Meadow,
was named "Miss Jubilect of ver, Apt. 4.
Dolores Moore, center, captured the title of
who represented Lester and was named
1966" in a contest sponsored by
MEMBERS OF COURT
"Miss NDCC" city-wide for Douglass High
place winner, and Miss Carolyn
second
the Memphis Cotton Makers'
Miss Regina Winfrey, 17Jubilee, Inc., last Friday night. year-old daughter of Mr. and school last Friday night at Melrose High
Bridgeforth, right, who was Hamilton High
One day after the Boltons
school and here she is seen following the
school's entry and third place winner. were informed of the death of
Raymond
Mrs.
Winfrey
of
2697
She is the daughter of Mr.
their son, the body of Specialist
announcement of winners during the ban(Withers Photo)
and Mrs. George Trotter of 655 Berryhill rd., is the second alFourth Class William F. Collier,
quet
and
ball
in
Club
Paradise
on
Saturday
She
ternate.
is
a
student
at
of
member
and
a
st.,
Lipford
father
of three, who died one
Mt.
Pisgah
school
High
and
was
First Baptist Church Broad
week earlier on Feb. 18, was
a winner in a cooking contest
SPEC. FOURTH CLASS JESSE BOLTON
Ave.
returned to Memphis for burial.
sponsoted by her 4-H club.
the Booker T. Wash ington Even- the same day."
A straight "A" student, she Miss Clara Peppers and Miss
Spec. Collier was the husband
won first place in the ten per- Alice Alexander are members
ing
school when he was promotof Mrs. Barbara Collier of 1025
Aside from his parents, he le
cent National Educational De- of the court.
N. Second st. and the father of ed to the ninth gr ade.
survived by three sisters and
velopment Test.
three children ages three, two Before entering the Army in
A first alternate to the Foota brother.
and two months.
Miss Trotter is a member of ball Queen in 1965, Miss PepJuly 1964, he had been employthe Lester Student Government, pers, was "Miss Junior" at
which she portrayed, A skit entitled, "lien Cat nu who did a pantomine scene from , A military funeral for Spec. ed as a porter for e bowling al- They include Mrs. Mary Alice
the Debate c 1 u b, the "Triz Carver last year. She is the A skit in
three
of her "favorite rela- a Crazy Jungle," brought thel"My Fair Lady;" Miss Sandra Collier was slated to be held on ley. He had been in Viet Nam White of 1546 Orr st., Miss Lil'Ern on the Air" team, the Li- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robplace trophy and its cash Underwood, Carver, who pre„, Wednesday, March 2, at South- since last May, Mrs. Bolton lie Mae Bolton, a secretary at
brary, National Honorary, ert Peppers of 1540 Hanover. tives" brought Miss Solores third
award
to Miss Carolyn Bridge- septed a dramatic monologua ern Funeral Home, and burial said, and did not mention de- Rust college in Holly Springs,
Moore, a Douglass High school
Torch, Mathematics, French
iforth,.
a
tails concerning the fighting Miss.; Miss Mildred
1-lanilltoni Nigh :-ctivAsitilifenett- Via the .eilriging- afdlas National cemetery!
A
senior
at
Ilareilton High junior, first prize in the sixth
and Gracious Ladles club.
Bolton, a
Ithere very often.
school, Miss Alexander is the annual talent and beauty con- Senior- She was dressed as a I"Mr. Wonderful" from the
student
‘-•
at
}inters!
Memphis
State
uniarrangements
f
o
r
The first alternate is Miss daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Le- test sponsored by the NationdI panther and her interpretive Broadway hit of the same name,
dance displayed its movements. and Miss Carmen Nicholson, Spec. Bolton will also be hand- "But there wasn't a week versity; Miss Evelyn Bolton 13,
Lois Barbee, 18-year-old senior Roy Alexander and was a third Defense Cadet Corps
led by Southern Funeral home, that went by that we didn't a student
at Humes High
at Booker T. Washington High alternate to "Miss Blues Bowl."
Booker T. Washington, who pre- according to
OTHER PRESENTATIONS
get a letter from him," she said,
the mother.
Named city-wide "Miss NDschool.
Other contestants and their sented a humorous monologue.
"and
some
days letters would
CC" during the banquet and
presentations included Miss Cash awards go with trophies Spec. Balton attended Klon- arrive for me and his two sis- Burial for Spec. Bolton will
be
ball held on Saturday night at
dike
Elementary
school, got a ters. And we would
Beulah Childress, Manassas, presented to the top three consometime in National cemetery also, his
Club Paradise, Miss Moore and
sang a medley of songs testants. All contestants receiv- day job and started attending mail three letters to him on mother
who
her sponsors had endured nearsaid.
ly 24 hours of suspense before from a Nancy Wilson album; ed participation loving cups.
the winner was revaaled. ' Miss Joyce Godwin, Melrose, Guest speaker for the banquet
on Saturday night was Major
Judges for this year's contest
General John A. Beall, chief
were Mrs. A. Maceo Walker,1
of staff of the Third U.S. Army,
Mist Pat Kerr, winner of the
who with Mrs. Beall came here
state of Tennessee's "Miss Unifrom headquarters in Atlanta.
.
verse" crown in 1964, and WilTROPHIES GIVEN
liam Fisher III, general man.'
Trophies were presented to
ager of the Cotton Carnival.
rifle teams during the banquet,
ANGELSO
Miss Moore's eight minutes
with Carver receiving first
ey, in turn, alerted the dis-!other
information, then food
included imitations of a spinplace, Hamilton second, a n d A 41-year-old „welder faces ar- trict
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — al negotiation."
attorney's office and under-'samples would be sent to the
Committee
NAACP
special
A
raignment in Superior Court on
ster English aunt who cornWashington third.
Vice President Hubert H.1
cover officers contacted Henry. Negro applicants
hiring policies
free.
charges he solicited undercover
Humphrey told Republican and Morse later told the Senate pares herself to Guinevere to investigate the
The
Firer
"High
individual
JorJohn
Dr.
by
headed
RCA
of
before
minutes
becoming
the
policemen
in
a
plot to poison The plainclothesmen told Hen- The first samples would be
Democratic members of Con- that Humphrey "bas lost all his
making every effort to Award" for marksmanship was all the Negroes in the country. ry they sympathized
gress he was optimistic that persuasive influence with people bride of King Arthur, a cou- dan is
with his free of any poison to allay the
employees of the RCA presented to NDCC Cadet Harry
that
see
sin
in
France
point
on
the
of
cause.
He
assertedly
told the recipients' suspicions. subseU.S. objectives in Viet Nam! who think," and added: "I nevplant are hired without regard Turner of Melrose, whose aver- Herman Henry was arrested officers he was not
quently, each distribution center
could be achieved
but there! er expected my vice president insanity and in love with the
affiliated
Seine river, and an uncle James, to race. Complaints that haVe age was 253.11 out of a possible Monday at his Sun Valley Calif., with any particular
organiza- would send out poisoned food
were no "quick and easy soluhome .by investigators from the
to make this plea for war that a secret agent trying to escape come to the NAACP office are score of 300.
simultaneously, authorities said.
tion.
tions."
district attorney's office. He
being investigated.
the fate of two other spies.
he is making."
By having the centers in each
was booked into county jail on, Henry assertedly told the
inThe Vice President's report
The special committee assignCOSTUME CHANGES
one count of solicitation to com- vestigators that he planned to time zone, the packages would
Morse used a parliamentary
nine-nation!
43,000-mile,
his
on
During her presentation on ed to this task has met with
mit a crime — murder.
set up distribution centers in arrive within a few hours of
Asian and Pacific tour drew! objection to block a move to limthe stage of the Melrose High officials of Tennessee Employit
debate
$4.8
on
billion
the
Viet
four parts of the country. - The each other, Henry assertedly
praiee from members of both
Authorities said Henry had
school auditorium, Miss Moore ment Security to discuss the
told investigators. They said he
parties who attended the brief- Nam military bill. Chances
worked but an elaborate scheme representatives at these centers told them the
changed costumes three times handling of applications for
quick
passage
were
dimmed.
scheme was to
were suppeeed to form discount
ing at the White House.
to
set
up
four
distribution points clubs
and delivered the speeeh of toe RCA and see that Negroes rego into effect in 12-18 months,
in
supermarkets.
— one in each time zone in the
ceive equal opportunity to be
and was to be financed by the
House GOP Leader Gerald R. Humphrey, after returning cousin in French.
nation — from which to send Authorities
from his Asian journey, conhired. A conference is being set
said
shoppers sale of his invention. He did not
Ford said afterwards that
The
place
second
winners
was
free
poisoned food samples to were to be asked to fill out describe the invention
up with RCA officials to further Members of the I. C. Railroad
believe Republicans generally ducted two briefings on Viet Miss Melberta Meadow,
or its
a Lest- ascertain hiring policy
and Auxiliary club met in the home almost every Negro in Amen. forms stating their race among purpose.
are impressed with the admini- Nam at the White House.
er High school junior, who fac- safeguard rights of Negro appliCa.
of Rev. and Mrs. Fount Sanagainst
stration's firmness
Humphrey declared that ed the dilemna of getting ready
ders .of 576 Lucy ave. on Feb. The samples assertedly would
Communist aggression in Viet Johnson's peace offensive had for a date on the spur of the cants.
Nam. On the other hand, they removed any
"The Memphis Branch 18, with Mrs. Irma Varnado, include foods such as powderedi
doubt in non-Com- moment.
are disturbed that there is so
gelatine desserts in which an
NAACP is desirous of seeing the president in charge.
nations that During the time allotted her, that employment policies
much diversity of opinion a- munist, Asian
are After devotion by Mrs. Geor- unspecified poison and a dose
mong Democrats—in the Senate North Viet Nam was responsi- she cut out sewed up and put begun on a nondiscriminatory gia McNeal, the meeting was of chloral hydrate — knockout
ble fur preventing a Vietnamese on a dress and had time to basis so that future corrective
and perhaps in the House."
called to order. The project for drop; — could be concealed.
peace conference.
spare, at the same time giving steps can be avoided," said Dr.
the
month was a waist-measur- Officials said the knockout
Ford said that "the Demo
a dialogue.
Jordan.
drops would be included so the
ing
contest.
cratic party is badly split and He also described Johnson's
intended victims would be unmeeting
with
South
people
Vietnamese
American
I believe the
Two members, Mrs. Wilson able to take an antidote to the A delegation from LeMoyne freshman social science major
are somewhat aghast that the leaders in Honolulu as a
Shelby and Mrs. Luther martin poison.
College left Wednesday morn- of 1726 Rayner.
turill
Democratic party is not unified big point toward better days,
are on the sick list. A tasty
lag of this week for St. Louis to
the
because
emphasis
socialj
on
in its position oi our policy in
menu was served by the hos- An informant contacted the participate in the
Midwest Accompanying the coeds on
revolution and progress in
nearby Monrovia police depart\pet Nam."
tess, Mrs. Della Sanders.
Model .United Nations sched- the trip is their coach, Vincent
derdeveloped countries bad left
ment
about
weeks
two
ago.
The next meeting is to be held
uled to run through Saturday at Kohler, a Woodrow
Sen. J. William Fulbright, a tremendous impact on the
Wilson felon Friday, March 18, at the
the Jefferson-Sheraton Hotel.
Foreign
Senate
the
of
chairman
free nations of Asia and
Funeral services for Rev. 0. Point, five sons, four daughters home at Mrs. Annie Blair of
low and faculty member in the
pacific
.
Relations Committee and a
1440 Driver st.
J. Turner, Sr., father of Jesseled 28 grandchildren.
LeMoyne will represent Can- college's history department.
leading critic of US policy,
Mrs.
Velma
Williams
is
secreada in the mock UN session
H. Turner, Sr., president of the
commented only thai. Hum- The Vice President said he
tary. and Mrs. McNeal acting
which is attracting delegations
phrey's briefing WaF a full re- told the members of Congress Memphis branch of the NAACP
reporter.
from 98 other colleges and uniport. He said he did not raise that he had returned from his and executive vice president of
versities.
spirit
"with
meeting.
of
a
restrainvisit
any questions at the
the Tri-State Bank of Memphis,
ed optimism and confidence" were held last Sunday in West
Heading the LeMoyne group
Fulbright also had no com- and renewed dedication to presPoint, Miss.
is Miss Mary Maxine Gray, a
ment on President Johnson's ent U.S. policy in Viet Nam.
senior, of 1397 Ralston. She is
speech in New York Wednesday
Rev. Turner, who at his
The Dahlia Social and Charity
a history major.
in which he said there will be He further renewed his oppo- death w a s pa storing four
A goal of $8,000 has been set
Club
is sponsoring an excursion
no "mindless escalation" of the sition to having Communists in- churches in the area, died last
for the South District of the Other LeMoyne students to Hot Springs, Ark., after midT h e Beautician
Excelsior
governinterim
any
In
had
cluded
war. Fulbright said he
Friday at the age of 71.
chapter held a meeting recently Chickasaw Council of the Boy making the trip are Miss Lois night Friday, March 11. the bus
neither read nor heard the ment for South Viet Nam be- The funeral was held at the
at the Sarah Brown branch of Scouts of America in a Capital McGowan, a senior English will leave The Greyhound Bus
fore free elections. When Sen. Mt. Hermon Baptist church.
speech.
the
YWCA and made final plans Funds Campaign to begin on major of 591-F Brown Mall; terminal at 12:30, returning to
Robert F. Kennedy first ad- Rev. Turner was the pastor of
for
a fashion show to be held Wednesday. April 6, according Miss Dorothy Harris, a senior the city Sunday, Meech 13, at
Sen.
critic,
Johnson
Another
vanced a proposal along these Pleasant Grove Baptist, Craw!Sunday,
April 17, from 4 to 7 to the chairman, Whittier A. history major of 602 N. Second; 6 P.M.
Wayne Morse, D-Ore., told a lines, Humphrey had said it ford, Miss.; Second Baptist
Sengstacke, general manager of Miss Lilia
p.m.
Ann Abron, a senior
reporter that "in the Presi- would he like putting an arson- church, Brooksville, Miss Bel
the Tri-State Defender
natural science major; Miss Additional information can be
one
not
show
the
will
of
was
theme
The
dent's speech there
mountBaptist church at Macon,
ict in a fire house.
obtained by calling Mrs. Reed
be "Fashions in Orbit.•• Miss The funds will go toward the Mae Alice Brewer, a junior hisword about calling on the non
Miss., and the Mt. Zion Baptist
at 274-0883.
Eunice Caruthers will narrate, erection of a Boy Scout head- tory major of 1244 Firestone;
combatant nations to arrange a "Whg suggest that the South church at Pheba, Miss.
and Mrs. Myrthe White will be quarters to be erected on Cen- Miss Barbara Milligan, a junior
ceasefire. The United States Vietnamese invite into their
Mrs. Pinkie Norman is the
ico-ordinator. The public is in- tral Avenue and which will history major of 2317 Warren, president, and Mrs. E. Reed,
cannot settle the war through a house their assemble?" he ask- His survivors include his wife.
REV. 0. TURNER
Icost some $400,000.
and Miss Alma Williams, a secretary.
lvited.
Mrs. Martha L. Turner of West
unilateral policy or with blister-1 ed reporters at the White

Douglass High Junior Takes Top
Prize In NDCC 'Queen Contest

Humphrey Reports
On Viet Nam Trip
He's Optimistic--But Warns
Against Quick, Easy Answers

Cops Bare Plot To Kill
All Negroes In Nation

NAACP Checks
Hiring Policy
Of TV Company

I.C. Railroad
Auxiliary Meets
At Rev. Sanders'

Students To Attend
Model UN Session

Jesse Turner Father
BBurl• In West Point

Boy Scouts
Set Goals For
Beauticians To
Building Fund

Show Fashioris

Group Plans
Excursion
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!other guest was Seeman Reio
HOMECOMING
Homccoming of Morning Star. All were seated
T h e annusi
game of Stigall High was wit_ after the meeting closed to what
nessed before a large crowd ,they called a delicious menu.
who saw "Miss Hardwood- pre_ i Rev. Charles Gilbert is presisented before the game began. I dent and Rev. Loraine Johnson
The Polk-Clark versus Stigall isecretary.
combat netted wins for each The Gloxinia Art and Garden
to Dyer for the
side and a very joyful time for Club j
February meeting with hostesses
those attending.
Jamison and Wynne proving
1966 Queen Margaret Jackson, their worth as culinary artists
niece of Mrs. Lucy Lee, was In the home of Mr. and Mrs.
crowned while attendants Mary Wynne.
Lucile Moore and Clydell Car- The club will begin to judge
roll watched, and the evening the yards for spring flowers the
ended in a happy mood for all. fourth Saturday in March. Mrs.
The library of the new school Lena Bell Reid is chairman. Let
has been equipped with new and her know if you care to enter
modern furniture, and the fac- lyour yard this year. Let all of
ulty,and students were provid- us try to make our cities beaued time to see and admire the tiful.
A delicious menu was served
equipment.
and a tribute paid to the presiVISITING SPEAKER
dent in observance of her birthDr. A. E. Hudson head of the ,day.
department of natural science Please get the bottles, cans
at Lane college, paid a visit to and other debris out of the yards I
the sthool as guest of Principal and plant flowers or shrubs.;
Nunn, the science instructors J. S. Vance is president and
and the members of the Phi 0. Baskerville, Secretary.
Beta Science club giving lec- The Tennessee Music Educatures to small groups, and final- tion Association held its Solo
ly in assembly where he lectur- and Ensemble Festival at Union
ed, answered questions and University, and Humboldt is
showed films and slides,
proud to announce Miss Bernita
He was so interesting, the Farmer, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
time passed before any were rating Calvin Farmer, received
one for her presentation
ready for him to leave. The folof "Tico tico" on her Bell-Lyre
lowing Saturday a group of Stuwith Miss Julia Porter daughter
dents journeyed to Jackson to vf Mrs.
Mary D.
Roach of Mitake the ACT examination at'
Ilan as accompanist. These girls
Lane College. Dr. Hudson was
very hospitable to them in show- were in contest with many from
all over the state. They deserve
ing them around the campus,
your
commendation.
and the many exhibits even in
his own office. The group was
WEDDING BELLS
thoroughly fascinated.
In spite of the bitter cold, cupid was able to open the door at
AID PROGRAMS
. the Vance residence and assist
The first of the projects under Rev. Vance in
tying two promithe Federal Aid program has nent eligibles
in
begun at Stigall Hi with a rem- Mrs. Irene Perry matrimony'.
became the
edial reading program with bride of Elmer
Booth. Friends
Mrs. B. Carter as instructor. wish them loads
of happiness.
Also the free lunch and break- The friends of
Prof. A. P.
fast prpgram has started for Nunn extend their
sympathy to
those who are eligible to receive him in the
passing of his aunt,
this.
Mrs. Eva Blakemore of Maury
At Stigall Elementary, the new City, Tenn., who passed shortly
program is also in action with after the death of her husband.
Mrs. 011ie Ruth Farmer as in- Her brother Charles Nunn of
structor and Mrs. Ora Lee Gen- Radine, Wis. spent a month with
try as full time librarian. Jesse his sister before her passing.
Apple is physical ed instructor, Following the funeral he spent
and Mrs. Apple has been added a week here with his grandchilto the faculty also. They are dren and the Nunn family.
from Alamo, Tenn.
Mrs. Altha Fielder has been
confined to her bed following
The students of Rosenwald I, another slight stroke. She is betnigh school of Trenton heard ter at this writing.
Mrs. A. P. Nunn, counselor for
Stigall Hi in an address sponsored by members of the AKA Sorority who were faculty members. It was in observance of
National Youth Week, and the
theme was "Helping Youth to
Develop into Worthwhile
Adults."
The Gillespie Day Care Center
is making progress since many
have been offering help that the
school may continue. Many of
the old bills have been paid up
and the board in its last meeting elected the following officers: Chairman and Co-Chairman, William Baskerville and
Mrs. Jennie S. Vance; secretary-treasurer. Miss Enid Sims;
Chairman of Finance, Miss Lila
Northcross; and Chairman of
the Executive Board, Miss Annie L. Cox. Other chairmen will
be announced at the next meeting.

THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE

MAYOR INSTALLS OFFICERS — Officers of the newly organized Independent Citizens Association were installed
by Mayor William B. Ingram while hundreds of the Douglass
community citizens observed. Shown on the picture are
(standing from left to right), Mayor Ingram, Rev. N. A.
Crawford, Mrs. Elizabeth Ware, financial secretary; Abrom
Brown, board member; C. J. Thomas, board member;
Mrs. Betty Armsted, publicity chairman; Mrs. Lucille
Rixter, committee chairman; Mrs. Dazzle Bolden, block
captain; Mrs. Dorothy Pryor, block captain; Mrs. Eddie

Johnson, block captain; Mrs. Nancy Johnson, chaplain;
Herman Allen, board member; and William Nelson, treasurer. Sitting (from left to right) are; Mrs. Helen Boykins,
recording secretary; George Johnson, chairman of the board
of directors; Mrs. Donell Anderson, second vice president;
Mr. Charles Randle, first vice president; and Mrs. Mildred
Nelson, president. Also present were Commissioner Pete
Sission, Rep. Ed Gillock, City Attorney Pat Johnson, and
others.
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$3300
You'll wear

Staey-Adams Shoes ete

Ian— booting they're the best you can buy. floe
liand-craiummehip .rich styling. luxuriona
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.

BEASLEY JONES.RAGLAND

99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS ItintEb

FOR A JOB WELL DONE — Mrs. Ellen Branch of 1459
Hamilton Street was the proud winner of a 925.00 War Bond
in a recent Sweet Six Teen Contest, sponsored by Cost Cos-

metics Inc. Mrs. Ruby S. Williams, Division Mgr. is seen
presenting the bound at a recent meeting held at the
W.C.W.A. on Miss. Ave.
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ACEAPPL2IANCE C

This money comes back home
and tells you where it's been.

717;ATIONS

3431 SUMMER
iehroes Narlosel a,,d HigAlarbel

Phone 324-4406

11

L E .Gatlin
R. G. Kinkle

Phone 396-0995

PLENTY OF F4I1 FARKINO

WM ITEHAVEN

4255 1-fs.fr Si So

/i cosrs NO MORE
WITH THIS SPARKLING NEW

The daughter Elks are furnishing the little ones fresh milk
each day.

TAPPAR

MINISTERS MEET
Rev. W. S. Vance entertained
the Interdenominational Minister's Alliance in his home at
their last meeting. The meeting
was very interesting as they discussed items necessary to the
progress of the community.
Revs. R. G. Paige, pastor of
Macedonia Baptist church of
Jackson. and Rev. L. S. Briggs,
pastor of Salem Baptist church
of Jackson were guests. The

isommumwomminommilmmiklib

Sesotiful new backguard features fluorescent
lighting, Once, Omar, entiliseln ratlit
Super fast top burners
provide perfect Oat, frern
sizzle to simrnor.

WI

Huge ell•frorceIslo ogee
Visualite wiednw,
interior light.

features

ht&I DAISY
Starts SAT. March 5.
ONE BIG WEEK!

YOUR CHOICE
•30-inch or 38-inch
medals
•Copportone or white
•lighting

(and whatit did and when)
— PLUS —
that
dares to portray our morals
as they really are . .
The

motion

picture

"SHAME"

Cash has a way of going off and
never being heard from again. Know
the feeling?
With a First National checking
account, however, you're always well
informed moneywise. Your checkbook

gives a running account of present
expenditures; cancelled checks show
you where you spent your money, when.
and why. for future reference, your
monthly statement indicates total
expenditures for the month in relation

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
to total deposits. Furthermore.
cancelled checks serve as universally
acceptable receipts.
For the sake of good bookkeeping,
safety, and convenience. opeh your
account now at any of our 25 offices.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
wMp,41c TINNFWFowe

•
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,volunteerS who devote time to

Humphrey's Sister To Rev. Nabrit To 'help
Speak AO. Lane Sunday Speak At B

strengthen America's beri-

,tage.

Mrs. Frances Humphrey How- tional community development
ard, sister of Vice President 1 During World War 11, she
Hubert H. Humphrey, will be
the guest speaker for the -84th served under the late Eleanor
Founder's Day observance of Roosevelt in the Office of CiLane college in Jackson, Tenn. vilian Defense. In 1960, she received the Business and Pronext Sunday.
Women's
National
fessional
The program is to be held at Business Week Award for her
the St. Paul CME church at IV;outstanding professional achievep.m. Mrs. Howard is to be pre- ments and community service.
sented an honorary degree ef
All Lane college alumni and
doctor of humanities, accor
to the president, Dr. C. A. Kirk- friends are invited to attend
the Founder's Day program.
endoll.
Dr, A-. E.' A. Hudson, chairman of the Division of Natural
and Physical Sciences is chairman of the program.

BTW HONOR STUDENTS—Cited during a recent program
at Booker T. Washington High school sponsored by the Alpha Elite club were these students who made the Honor Roll
for the semester. From left are Percy Harvey, Delbra

son, Arvelia Edwards, Andrea Morrow, Barbara Menzies,
Sharon Pope, Elva Mickle, Jerry Johnson, Phillis Marie Neal,
Pearline Harris, Corrine Dailey, Frankie Harris, Donna
McDavid and Ronald WalterS.

Scout Banquet

HOGUE & KNOTT

Described as a "new type of
American civil servant," Mrs.
more than 50 other private and
voluntary agencies.

A native of South Dakota, she
holds a master's degree in sociology from George Washingington university in Washington,
D. C., and has studied international relations at John Hopkins
university.
The mother of two children,
ris, Olivia Mason, Linda NewThe Booker T. Washington
CHARLESTON, S. C.—Burial and four children—.1 Andrew, she serves on the faculties 'of
ton. Shirley Buckington, JuaniHonor Program for the semesservices for Dr. J. Andrew Sim- II, J. Smith, Mrs. Elestine S. Maryland university's Graduate
ta Smiley, Marxie Sanders and
School of Social Work and the
ter and the third six-week perimons, president of the General Howell and Miss Dorothy Ann
,University of North Carolina
Lillie B. White.
od was held recently, and the
Aluinni Association of Fisk Uni- Simmons.
teaching ) seminars in internaspeaker was Miss Carolyn And Vivian Williamson, Fred- versity, have been conducted
Broome, president of the Alpha die Anderson, Larry Moore, here, his native city, last week.
Elite club, which sponsored the Jean Johnson, Queen. Nlarzett, Dr. Simons died suddenly at
program.
Gloria Renfro, Pauline Ward, his home in New York.
Funeral
On the Simple Honor Roll for Delbra Wilson, Laverne Hill, services were conducted at St.
the semester were Sharon Laverne Robinson, Sh a ro n Phillips and St. James Catholic
Pope, Frankie Harris, Phillis Pope, LeRoy Sohnson, Quincy
Marie Neal, Percy Harvey, Smith, Jimmy Parker, Beverly Church, Boston Post Road.
Bronx.
Ronald Walter, Arvelia Ed- Hardy,
Frankie Harris, Delois
wards, Elva Mickle, Corrine
Dr. Simmons died suddenly at
Dailey, Pearline Harris, Del- Ford and Dannette Jones.
graduate
of Fisk, and had been
bra Wilson, Jerry Johnson, An- Others were Jerry Avington,
president of the General Alumdrea Morrow and Donna McLouis Giggers, Faye Flynn,
David.
ni Association since 1963. He
Carolyn Myers, Freddie James,
On the Principal's List for Margarite Butler, Dorothy El- had been a member of the
the third six-week period were liot, Phillis Marie Neal, Wilma alumni board of directors;
Percy Harvey, Rita Porter, Brunson, Charlotte W alk e r, chairman of the Fisk CentenMinnie Newbern and Shirley Claudette Black, Barbara Mennial Fund Campaign for the
Cranford.
zies, Fannie Woods and Juani- New York Area; and received
Students on the Simple Hon- ta Woods.
the Fisk Alumni Award of 1962.
or Roll for the third six-week SPECIAL MENTIONS
period were Robert Montgom- Three homerooms with the Executive director of the Hillery, Donna Cole, Gloria Cole- largest number of students with crest Center for Children, Bedman, Kathryn Hinton, Rose perfect attendance records re- ford Hills, N. Y., at the time of
Scott, Jerry Johnson, Andrea ceived special mention. They his death, Dr. Simmons held
Morrow, Barbara P al m e r, were the 10-17, the 11-17 and the M.A. and Ed.D. degrees
from Columbia University.
James Lane, Gloria Stewart, 12-6.
Ann Dailey, Charlene Robinson,
Gus Davis, Marcella Holman, Special recognition was given Dr. Simmons at one time was
Betty Austin, Fannie Coleman, to the BTW Y-Teens for the an instructor at the Avery InEdwin Jones, Fred Jones, Ear- largest attendance at the YW- stitute and principal of Simonnestine Wallace, Ray m ond CA annual Vesper Program; ton Elementary School both of
Wells, Donna McDavid, Geral- Miss Carmen Nicholson who Charleston; principal of Booker
dine Dolly, Barbara Taylor, was selected as "Miss NDCC" T. Washington High School,
Ruthie Tunstall, Patricia Wal- representative for the contest Columbia; and an educational
ton, Freddie Criss, Margaret and military ball, and Kenneth specialist for the U. S. GovernWashington and Willie Lyles. Ingram and Charles Willis, who ment, assigned to the Far East,
made the All-Memphis Football 1953-55.
MORE STUDENTS
Team, and who received fourAlso Judy Watkins, Patricia year scholarships to Southern Dr. Simmons was president
Graham, Queen Ester Berry, university at Baton Rouge, La. of the Association of Children's
Institutions of New York State;
Maria Jackson, Stella Suggs,
Kenneth Middleton, R on a Id Principal J. D. Springer com- vice president of the Board of
Walton, Arvelia Edwards, Elva mended the honor students, the Education, B ed f o r d Public
Mickle, Montell Barbee, Deb- program sponsors and those Schools; member, board of diorah Jefferson, Michael Gibson, who received special recogni- rectors, Westchester Council of
Patricia Lane, Betty Townsend, tion and said he hoped others Social Agencies; member,
Kathleen Smith, Odell Cox, would join the honor ranks in Northern Westchester Planning
Corrine Dailey, Pearline Har- the future
Committee, Title III of the Ed-'
'melon Act; member, Lions
International, NAACP, Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity; recipient,
Chicago Committee of 100's
"Good American Award."

Students Cited For
Scholarship At BTW

Other participants on the
Ov.program will be N. J. Ford,
/ Idistrict and banquet chairman;
Paul Fowlkes, Rufus R.
Jones, Thomas McGuire, Ill,
Jesse B I sho p, Paul Borda,
Rev. H. C. Nahrit pastor of ,Council president; J. T. Chandler and Whittier A. Seng'
First Baptist Church Lauderstacke, chairman of the South
dale, will be the featured District Capital Funds Camspeaker at the South District paign.
Recognition Banquet of the
Chickasaw Council of the Boy,
Scouts of America to he held on'BANDED REEL
Thursday night, March 3, at
around
Mitchell Road High school, Wrap a rubber band
to
handle
your
rod
of
the
base
starting at 7:30.
keep it from turning. Hook can
His message is expected to also go through elastic for safe
be an incentive to the many !keeping.

President Of Fisk U.
Alumni Is Buried
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PLAY WIN PLACE-SHOW

GRAND
PRIZE

$12,000

HAVEN'T TRIED SMIRNOFF?
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?

FREE
All Expenses Paid
7 DAY TRIP
(for 2) TO

IN CASH
PRIZES

HAWAII
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
MANY $100.00 WIN PRIZES
MANY $25.13-0 PLACE PRIZES
MANY $2.00 SHOW PRIZES
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS

HERE'S HOW TO WIN
Win•Place•Show is a Hogue & Knott Contest which
anyone 18 years of age or older may play end win, ern:
c•pt Hogue & Knott employees, their famili•s and
their advertising agency.
Ther• will be anew game evory week with the winning
od appearing in the Commercial Appeal and PressScimitar each Wednesday. Pick up your IBM cards
lik• the ones shown at any Hogu• & Knott Super
Mark•t. No purchase is necessary.
To qualify in any category, place your cards on top
of the winning cords shown in each w•ek 1 s ad. If all
the hoi•s in your cord match •nactly with the corresponding black dots printed on the winning card, return to your Hogue 8. Knott Super Market and collect
your prize. Thai verification as to th• outh•nticity of
th• winning card is at the sole discritti,m of Hague 8.
Knott. If you bend, fold or alter your cords in any
way they are invalid.
No Forced Purchase Coupons . • (lower than disr
count)
the right to limit quantities ...
None sold to dealers . prices good thru neat Tuesday.

Presiding Elder Speaks

At Galilee AME Church

Dr. Simmons was a member
of the Catholic church and a 4thl
,wwwwwormaiwwwwwwsoasouliemill
„degree member of the Knights,
Rev. F. T. Garrett, presiding Prayer was offered for tilt
Columbus.
What! You haven't discovered Smirnoff with orange juice,
country and for
elder, was the guest speaker at!soldiers in that
survived by his widow, with tomato juice, with 7-Upig' in the Smirnoff Mule? Try a
.
He
is
pu ic service. n
Galilee AME church at 1480 those in
Mrs. Dorothy Boone Simmons delicious Smirnoff drink. See what you've been missing.
the members, Deputy Sheriff
sehe
and
Daklawn on Feb. 20,
LeOn Lewis, grew up in the Sun6 CONVENIENT
lected for his topic, "I am the day School along with Pvt.
Always ask for
•
Lord, Thy God, Who brought Chalmers in the class taught by
thee out of the land of Egypt, Mrs Eula Washington.
'
out of the house of bondage."
The quarterly meeting .waSj A token of appreciation was
It leaves you breathless*
enjoyed, and a financial reportlpresented Mrs. Washington by
collection box for
,the pastor in memory of her The latest
of $50 was made:WARE
SMIRNOFF FIS. ION Of HEURLDNI, HARTFORD, COMM
DISTILLED
FROM
GRAIN
STE
Goodwill Industries was set up BO 8 100 PROOF
ILate husband, Mr. C. S. WashsuWare's
of
recently in front
At an earlier Sunday in Feb- in to
ullies211110111101111.1MISIbusiOsuutosuosse....
permarket at 226 W Brooks rd.,1
ruary, the pastor, Rev. Creed
Ashurst, spoke on the topic,' Mrs. Beatrice Frazier is sec- Wgker Homes.
"Let Not Your Heart Be Trouretary of the church, Mrs. C.
of the area may
led." Among those present was lAshurst in charge of church Residents clothing,
and other
Pvt. Walter Chalmers, who had'nctices, and Mrs. T. E. Thomas place toys,
box.
the
in
items
repairable
church reporter.
returned from Viet Nam,
1348 Poplar Ave.
Call BR 6-2751
recollected
and
After being
paired, the items are sold and
20 Years Serving You — We Want Your Business
proceeds used for salaries for
NO
MONEY DOWN -1st PAYMENT IN APRIL
workers.
handicapped

1

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Goodwill Box Put
In Walker Homes

ruber

I

BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED

66 MONROE
SUITE 876

527-5508

1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR

APPLIANCE & FURNITURE' CO.

NORGE

An earlier collection box was
placed in the Lakeview Gardens area at 4787 Horn Lake rd.

Fritiarer Ghost Hold. 07 Lim
Full Width Chill Tray
ILI(Wdt Potc•lain Crisper
S•alod I. lteluio•r•lion Syvtern
Hold, U Lbs
5-Yr W•rrainty on Gelder,
11.1401 Compri...0w .ad

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems "
With a Small, low Cost
Real Estate Loan

Get—
$ 500.00
51,000.00.. y„
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
52,500.00
55,000.00

Be Wise! Choose
12\ MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At 3 Bank"

FREE Home Trial

LOW EASY
PAYMENTS
$150

Per Week

MATTRESSES
Matching Springs
$2888

$250
Per Week

$

&POP**.
Me,

Payments
$ 12.90
$ 23.70
34.50
.5 45.50
56.20
$110.82

PORTABLE
TELEVISION

8

60 Flat Monthly Payments
Cosh Torf

ONLY .. •

4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER

ONLY

13 Cu. ff.

REFRIGERATOR

State Savings Bank

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE

mirn4/ODKA

LOCATIONS

PIECE LIVING ROOM SUITE

NO MONEY DOWN

$7995

First Payment
In April

Model
REF.1312,

3 PIECE BEDROOM SUITE

$7995

OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!
Automatic Washer
Automatically Washes - Rinses and Spin Dries

'
1,7888

Ternerreture Selector
• Porcelain Wash Tub
• reclusive Wave,Achon Agitator
• 5 fresh Mater Rinses
• Sutter Spin Dry
• 5.year Transmission Warranty
• Watt(

Medal — APO. 100i

ONLY...

22.)

$

Per Week

NO MONEY DOWN
1st Payment
In April

'99"

NORGE
WRINGER
WASHER
Si
Pp Week
•
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Doctor Admitted To
,Two Hospital Staffs

200 Attend TEC Meet
On A&I State Campus

son County, American Education Association delegates.

Re-elected were: Joseph W.
Westbrook, Memphis, treasurer; Mrs. C. Lentz Stevens,
Memphis, recording secretary;
Mrs. Evelyn P. Hall, Gallatin,
recording secretary;
assistant
By ERMA LAWS
Collin's Chapel medical staff NASHVILLE — Some 200 not now eligible (under the Oak
Bond, Chattanooga,
and chief of surgery, at bothimembers of the Tennesse Edu- Ridge Resolution) may join and C. C.
parliamentarian.
Dr. Edward W. Reed, who Collin's and Crump.
cation Congress Delegate As- TEA.
has offices at 1219 Thomas St.
and lives at 1501 Sparks Cove, He is married to the former sembly gathered at Tennnsee TEC President Officer pointhas been admitted to the staffs Miss Gladys Moore of Mound State University last Saturday
of St. Joseph and Baptist hos- Bayou, Miss. They are the par- from all sections of the state ed out that "there are 14 school
pitals, according to a report ents of two daughters, Cynthia, to conduct the annual business systems in Tennessee in which
made known during the recent nine, and Sandra, seven.
there are two education assomeeting.
civil rights hearings here.
ciations. In these 14 systems
Dr. Reed did his undergradu- Principal
W. J. Officer of
teachers are not eligible
He joined the staff at St. ate work at Tennessee State Murrell School, TEC president, Negro
membership
in TEA."
for
Joseph's in January and the university. He' is a member and presided over the one-day sesone at Baptist the first part of officer of St. Andrew AME sion. The delegates heard re- He continued by saying that
church and Alpha Phi Alpha ports of officers and voted on the membership was not trying
February.
fraternity.
the plan of operation during the to perpetuate TEC. "We are
A native of Birmingham,
present period of transition in trying to merge according to
Ala., Dr. Reed came to Memthe merger of TEC and the the directions of Resolution 12
phis three-and-a-half years ago
Tennessee Education Associa- passed by the National Educaafter leaving Nashville where
tion Association in 1965." The
tion.
he had been an instructor of
Mail la Your News
NEA resolution states that in
surgery at Meharry Medical
Dr. John W. Davis, president the states where there are dual
college.
Stories T. The
emeritus of West Virginia State associations, the two associacollege
who
is
now
special
dito
the
NEA
was
to
submit
1964,
he
tions
are
November
In
rector of Teacher Information a joint plan for merger by July
named a clinical assistant in
and Security of New York City. 1, 1966."
surgery at the University of
spoke.
Samuel Ethridge, Assoand
College
Medical
Tennessee
ciate Secretary of the NEA Officer continued saying, "we
in October 1965 became a felProfessional Rights and Re- hope that after July 1, 1966,
low of the American College of
sponsibilities Commission, held there will be one association on
held
meeting
Surgeons during a
236 South Wellington
the state level in Tennessee."
a workshop session in the
in Atlantic City, N. J.
.. afterPost Office Sex 31!
Nelson J. Senter, Haynes
Dr. Reed is diplomate in surelectwas
teacher,
School
High
The
report
on
merger
activigery of the American Board of
We will be happy to
ties was made by Joseph West- ed to the executive committee
Surgery, a member of the Shelgerlolish It ler yea
Tennessee.
Middle
representing
brook
of
Memphis,
TEC
treaby County Medical Society, the
surer. The Committee on Mer- Samuel W. Beasley, Madison
"Free" 0# Any
American Medical Association WO'
ger recommended that inas- County, became presidentand the Bluff City Medical Sothaws.
much as the Oak Ridge Reso- elect; T. B. Kennedy, Chattaciety.
Committee
Executive
lution passed by TEA in 1965 nooga,
A member of the staffs of
made integration on the local member for East Tennessee.
Collin's Chapel, E. H. Crump
level the basis upon which Ne- Finis F. Fields, Memphis, and
the William F. Bowld hosgro teachers may become C. B. Robinson, Chattanooga
' and
pitals, he is president of the
members of TEA, that TEC are NEA delegates; and T. C.
-artmekisa
1111111assm,
continue to operate until those White, Clarksville and Mrs,
DR. E. W. REED
Negro teachers in Tennessee Georgia Kelly Wisdom, Madi-

'

!NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS WEEK—Tennessee
State University organist John H. Sharpe
captivates guest speaker Dr. William J.
Faulkner, left, of Wildwood, N.J., along
with President W. S. Davis and university
minister William J. Simmons during Religious Emphasis Week. Dr. Faulkner, pastor of Congregational church of Park Manor,

to

We are now serving
U. S. choic. torideray Llano 12 et. steaks at $2.00

Install Rev.

and U.S. chei,cie 'Pendently 12 crt Rib steaks at $1.50
and they are Char-Broiled, tool Th• Finest steaks
in Memphis. Open every Thurs., Fri.. Sat., Sun.
600 p.m. to 2:00 •.m.
46
328 Beale

GORDY WADE
Manager,

Buy Through
TRI-STATE Ads

H. L. Starks

Ev•ry THURSDAY $21.00 drawIng at SOS P.M. Free to
Ho public, no obligation, Nothing to bvy.

Featuring Our Combo, THE STYLE
Fri. and Sat. nights.

1

10

Ministers To

•

STekz<"

Tri-State
Defender

Chicago, before retiring in 1962, was speaker for the Tri-Campus Religious Emphasis
Week services last week for Tennessee State,
Fisk and Meharry. At TSU, he spoke on
"Challenging Old Ideas and Building a Better World." Mr. Sharpe, a member of the
music faculty, studied music at Union Theological Seminary.

SETTERS,

New Bethel Choir
Presents Musical

Installation Service for the,
Rev. Henry L. Stark as president of the Interdenominational
Ministers Alliance of Memphis
and Shelby County will be held New Bethel Baptist church's
at Collins Chapel C.M.E. Church senior choir presented a musiat 673 Washington avenue, Fri- cal last Sunday and the guests
included the Redeemer Harmoday, March 4, at 730 p.m.
Gospel Singers. Mrs.
nett
Other newly elected officers Louise Wilson was the mistress
of the Alliance will be installed of ceremonies.
also.
Estell Bailey is presiParticipants on the program daft of the choir, Mrs. Lilly
will include the Reverends Wil- Mae Evans reporter, and Rev.
ham Camper and Calvin Mims,1 G. G. Brown pastor.
scripture; Blair T. Hunt, prayer; W. C. Holmes, installation
sermon; H. H. Harper, J. C. CAMP CLEANER
Mickle, E. L. Richardson, and
W. E. Ragsdale, offertory; and Washing, handkerchiefs and
installation prayer by Rev. S. shirts in fishing camp will be
A. Owens.
more successful if you add a
The program will close with teaspoon of vinegar to the wash
remarks and benediction by, water. Helps cut fishy small,
keeps clothes smelling sweet.
Rev. Henry L. Starks.

Mamie Dell et the Plane en Sen. eights.

"I would like to
announce to all my
friends and c ustomers, that o ur
new spring co!ors,
and styles hove
arrived.. 0 u r new
wool and silk,
mohair and silk, in
our latest sharp
Mr. Thomas Craig
patterns. We are
enlarging our tailoring department to handle
everyone's needs. To such an extent that we
have about everything in the latest in materials,
colors and patterns that range from the boldly
brilliant to the conservatively muted. In fabrics
custom-woven to impart personal touch tailoring.
Fantastic colors and patterns that I have seen
none equal to compare."

youssigworresisoirnou•sennenowinsiss
I
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

.
•i CAR WASH $ 25E
s Effective November 29 J965

•
•

Sat or Sun $I 75
Sat Open 8 A M to 6 P M
Sun Open I AM to 2 P M

a

•

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday

•
•
8
8
I

thru
Friday

la

AVE..
R WASH'
•
■us
aa SUMMER Summer
at Baltic
3100
obs•ouramummuummum•se

WE WELCOME YOUR CHARGE-ALL SERVICE

GO BY BUS
BROTHERS

• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

Phone 525-5401

126 on Famous Boole St.

•

FOR YOU

TODAY!
DINNERWARE OF THE WEEK

WEDGWOOD & CO.,LTD
BREAD &
BUTTER

°/4
" gid(e
IMPORTED FROM ENGLAND

FREE!

• It's Convenient
Charge Account

FREE-

WITH $5 PURCHASE AND
COUPON FROM MAILER

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

What
else
that
costs
so litie
does
so much
for
everybody?

New Subscription Order

US

p
allatchee:
se titriang
4spa
iencd
e

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.30

completer pieces you need at
amazing savings

THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
TO

- V,

Zone Ne.

Street Address
State

City

a

4,000 EXTRA
QUALITY STAMPS
With coupons 8. purchas'es in your Big Star
mailer.

Moir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

air

B H

242 Vance Ave.

TAILORS

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tennessee

Southern Bell

"YOUR Censpeny Makes Whet Yoe Ask Fos And
Crenteas Wkot Ye. Thai* or

Redeem each and,,eveiy valuable

coupon. It only takes 1200 Quality Stamps to
fill a saver book, so be sure and redeem yc Pr
C ou pons. Fifth week coupon good ttiru
March 8, 1966.

a
A

Page
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SWEETHEART BALL . . . Members of the
Oates Manor Seniui V -Teen crowned Miss
Sweetheart at their recent annual Sweetheart Ball. Pictured, left to right are Miss

Margaret Vanzant, second alternate; Miss
Matti(' Los die, 1965 Sweetheart; Miss Ernestine Jackson, Sweetheart ;and Miss Vernetta Johnson, first alternate.

NASHVILLE'S UN PREXY—Dr. Alonzo T.
Stephens, left, Tennessee State University
department
history and political science
head, vv as recently elected president of the
Nashville chapter of the United Nations
Association of the United States of America. The oldest and one of seven chapters in
the country, the Nashville chapter organized
In 1945 now has 500 members. One of its major functions is to educate the public in ma•
jor issues confronting the UN on matters

of educational needs, public health and housing, trade deficits and more pressing issues.
Its activities include an essay contest for
high school students and a workshop for
adults. Shown with Dr. Stephens are Dr.
George L. Davis, center, professor of history
and coordinator of the division of political
science, and Anirit I.al of New Delhi, assistant professor of history at the (Ink en sits.
as assistant director of Pilgrim
Pines, a United Church of
!Christ camp in California, and
one summer with the Ghana
!mission to the United Nations.

Young African To Speak
During Assembly Friday

Tiger Town News

Her religious life is centered , Mott, Patricia Manus, Rhynette
This is your Tiger Town reporter. once again recording the' around the Antioch Baptist'Northeross, Rosie Phillips, Anita
news zrom the heart of the church, where she is an active Spraggins, Sylvester W e s t , Nathan Opoku of Ghana, an ings with students.
LeMoyne Alumni Will
Tiger's Den.
member of the Youth Choir, Diane Williamson, and Geraldl international travel associate! The son of a retired PresbyB.T.U.
and
Sunday School,
i for the Commission of World , terian minister, Mr. Opoku Hold Meeting Sunday
1 Young.
HIGHLIGHTS
1
of the National Student earned the M.A. degree in getot
plans
she
supervis-!Mission
The Tigers observed National! After graduation,
1 This organization is
The regular monthly meeting
Federation, is on the1ography in 1959 at University
Brotherhood Week, last week. attend Tenn. State University
Christian
Lucille Fultz.
Miss
by
ed
I
the LeMoyne Alumni Club
1
The junior high presented a pro- and major in biology.
LeMoyne College campus this of Ghana. Since that time he of
B.D.
the
received
and } will be held this Sunday, March
,has
gram, Feb. 20, during the EnWEEK'S FAVORITES
week.
I
She resides with her parents.
,
,SIT:M.degrees from Yale Di- 16, starting at 5 p.m. in the colrichment Sessions for the beneDavid E. Har Teacher: Mr. Wriley Mitchell 1 The young African lecturer I vinity School. Ile studied during
Mrs.
and
Rev.
fit of all students. These pro'lege's faculty lounge.
rell at 1368 Breedlove.
'arrived here Wednesday after- toe
— 1963-64 academic year at
Boy: Clarence Brister
grams were supervised by Mr.
noon and will depart Saturday University of Bonn in Germany., A report on the March 1
Jobe Walker.
Girl: Lenora Reed
Last but not least, she holds.
!morning. He will address an,
Broadway Extravaganza held
the title of "Most Loquacious",
Girl: Lenora Reed
SPOTLIGHTS
assembly at LeMoyne this Fri-! While in the USA, he worked , in Bruce Hall will highlight the
in the senior class. There is but
day morning, March 4, at 10:30. one year at Dwight Hall, Yale 'business section, according to
Captured in the gold spotlight one who fits the description and
TOP TIGERS
this week is a vivacious young characteristics stated above and
University concentrating on for- the president, Elmer L. HenNathaniel Nathan, Ernest Bin- During his stay on campus hei
lady in the 12-4 homeroom she is Miss Sandra Kaye Hai.students; three summers derson.
meet-leign
hold
classes and
supervised by Miss Phillips, cell. Salutes to Sand ! !
ion, George Hooks, Anthony will visit
--- ----- -• Boone, Jimmie King, Elton
where she holds the office of rei
.
This week, in the blue spotporter.
!Ford, Willie Watson, lames
BETTER BUY AT
On campus, she is a mem- light is a group of students who 1
and
Payne,
Alzaphes
Wyatt,
ber of the Newsette Staff, re- have brought honor upon them•I
porter of the Library Club, cap- selves. This group includes! Robert Barber.
tam n of the Pep Squad, a spon- the newly inducted members ofj
TOP TIGRESSES
sor in the NDCC, a member of the Manassas Chapter of the 1
2450 SUMMER
the Future Homemakers of National Honor Society.
Dana Ellis, Norma Jones,
THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
START
America, and the reporter of the
These students are Sandra Shirley Miller. Diane William Future
Blackwell, Anthony Boone, Cla- son, Maxine Jefferson, Belinda
Off campus, she is the secre- ranee Brister, Patsy Coleman, Akins, Sheila Hendrixs, Janis
tary of the Spartan Social club, Rita Gatlin, Shirley Gholston,1
Why buy someone's headache when you can buy one of these almost new cars
at FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS? Thits• are all one-owner cars and still coy•r•d
and the reporter for the Living James Hill, Sandra Hill, Fran-i Hoskins, Mawis Morris, and
tinder factory warranty.
eine Guy, Larry Jones, Talitha! Edna Ingram.
Ads for the JUGS.
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EET PEAS
61'01.79'
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RACLE WHIP

49(`

Pre -Selected Used Car Bargains

•

Food Stam p,.

v!'•.

FRESH, LEAN
& MEATY

RAMON'S SPECIALS!
0LBS.

WEIGHT

AS SORTED ORDER

Consists of:
•20 LBS. STEAK
• 20 LBS. ROAST
•10 LBS. CHICKEN
HENS or FRYERS
•10 LBS. GROUND BEEF

s295

65 MUSTANG
4-in•th•-floar, loaded with ;tetras. $2095
Not•s 547.47 P•r Mo.

'65 Golaxi• 500
2-door hardtop. 352 V-8, Cruiss-o•matic
& power. $2195.
Notes $50.13 Per Mo.

1 he rt a

11E111)04. 1ND

ONLY $2.50 PER WEEK

U.S.D.A. Choice or Good BEEF SIDES
U.S.D.A. Choice

Lb.

poppiALgyjuNDs

Lb.

PEACHES
99e

49c
59c

No Money Down-6 Months to Pay
HAMBURGER

10 LB. LIMIT

Round Steak L, 73'

85'
,. 93c
,..

Sirlon
T. Bone

Aged
Boneless Roasts
'Pikes Peaks
Rump
Sirlon Tip

79'
L, 85'
Lb 89'
L.

6 LB. LIMIT

3

L"

Si.19

PATTIES

5Lb

B'ws2.35

BOX STEAKS

Blade Cut

Chuck
Center Cut

Chuck

L., 39c
49c

New

Thunderbird Town Landau
'65 Falcon
4 door, rod,o & heater. $1495
Notes $34.20 P•r Mo,

'65 Galasi• 500
Automatic, power & air. $2295
Notes $51.46 Per MO.

Lb.

English Cut

4F.99t

8-12 Lb Ready to Eat

65'
Bacon Wrapped HAMS
Chopped Sirloin Fresh Ground
CHUCK
i, 65'
10-8 OZ STEAKS

Drink

46 Oz. Can

59c

Chuck

A&P
PINEAPPLE—
GRAPEFRUIT

Lb.

53.95
Sirloin Top
Club
10-8 OZ. STEAKS

Rolled Rib Lb.89`

S5.25

Fresh Small

L_,

HENS

'65 LTD
Fully eauippisd, power & factory air. $2495

Nettles $56.77

Per MO.

on

p g.

2)

'65 Fairlone 500
2-door hardtop. Many extras. $1795.
Not•s $44.15 Per Mo.

A&

39'

Lb. 98c

RAMON'S MEAT MARKET
PRICES Good Feb. 24 thru March 2, 1966

• Crosstown

FILL YOUR FREEZER-6 MONTHS TO PAY

• 276-3655

iii t

Largy
10 Oz. Jar

Center Cut

HAM

p

COFFEE
99

cut
PORK CHOPS ,, 79'
Center

ALL HEAT FULLY GUARANTEED
FOOD FREEZER PLAN - WE HONOR FOOD STAMPS
HOME
OUR
CHECK

• Cleveland at Poplar

Foirlan• 500 Hardtop (Foirlan• GT Hardtop shown

PRICES GOOD 'HIM' M VITHDAY
THESE FINE A&P FOOD STORES SERVING THE
MEMPHIS AREA and JACKSON, TENNESSEE

New LTD by Ford ... 4-Deor Hardtop

It only take...a4ninute to get a better deal Nobody walks away
CHARGE YOUR DOWN PAYMENT — Trade ins accepted
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6.•

4770 POPLAR AVE.
423 NO. CLEVELAND
2833 LAMAR AVE.
2473 POPLAR AVE.

3463 SUMMER AVE.
3561 PARK AVE.
2131 FRAYSER BLVD.
115 E. LAFAYETTE ST.
Jackson, Tenn eeeee
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Nigeria On Right Road
The swift turn of events in
Nigeria shattered the legend
that this was Africa's most
stable, most highly organized
state. Beneath the glittering
surface of the show of national
concord and brotherly love, the
rumblings of a, volcanic eruption were detectable early by
those who had their ears to
the ground.
The surface calm obviously
could not have remained unbroken for long. Nigeria's four
constitutional regions were, in
point of executive governmental function, separate geographical entities. They prepared
their own budget, then haggled
for a piece of the federal pie,
and exercised their own judgment on political matters.
Wholesale corruption a n d
bribery were undermining the
economic foundations of the
whole country. It was this scandal that led to the lightning
coup six weeks ago by Nigeria's
young army officers.
Now it is the army's promise
to wage an all-out war on graft
that accounts in large part for
the popular acceptance of Maj.
Gen. Johnson T. U. AghvyiIronsi's regime. He has set
himself three goals: to stamp
out corruption, to expose those
who indulged in it. and to rechart Nigeria's economic planing.
This is a tall order. One conservative native economist esti-

mates that in the five years
since independence from Britain, Nigeria has squandered
more than $70 million. Most of
it went down the drain-in inflated contracts with foreign
firms. One of the army's first
acts was to dismiss all ministers and all politicians on the
boards of state-owned corporations. Now the civil service is
in charge. Many of the civil
servants are able professionals,
trained at Oxford University
or Cambridge. Nearly all enjoy
the reputation of being honest.
Let it not be said that Nigeria's trouble supports the
criticism that new African nations are not ready for selfgovernment; for Nigeria's trouble is no different from that of
the more experienced, older
and richer nations of the world.
Corruptions and scandals are
not new to governments East
or West. As a matter of fact,
Nigeria should be complimented for its determination to remove from the seat of power
those corrupt officials whose
avarice threatened to bring
ruin and despair to the new
nation. Though the means selected to perform the elimination of the undesirables was
rather drastic, no other process
would have yielded the required result. The army simply had
to step in to bring order out of
larceny.

The Poll Tax
Although in disagreement
with the prevailing view that
poll taxes are a grave infringement of the precious right to
vote, a three-judge federal panel in Austin has ruled that the
Texas tax is unconstitutional.
To give weight and validity to
its decision, the court issued an
injunction, effective immediately. prohibiting Texas officials from denyng anyone the
right to vote because of failure
to pay the $1.75 tax.
However, the court's weird
twist of logic which led to the
conclusion that the Texas poll
tax did not seriously discriminate against Negroes, is a contradiction between the ruling
and the judges' personal assessment of the actual effect of
the tax on Negro citlzens.
Since the decision invalidates
the arbitrary requirement for
access to the ballot box, there
is nothing to be gained by belabwing the point. It should be

noted however that the judges
exhibited a high degree of judicial responsibility when they
set aside their personal convictions for adherence to constitutional principles.
So long as we have men of
this caliber on the bench, there
need be no fear that the judicial process will fail to be carried out in accordance with
established law. The Texas decision sets the climate for the
liquidation of other Southern
states' poll taxes which are on
the Justice Department list for
early challenge.
Once this impediment is
completely wiped out and eligible Negro voters go to the polls
in support of their political
convictions. Dixie will experience a social reformation never before recorded in American
history. Nothing can stop the
march of events toward freedom and justice. The South
may as well brace herself for
the advent of the new day.

Japan In Space Race
The Oriental mind has not taken a holiday while American
and Russian space scientists
carry on their exploration of
the outer world. Japan may be
the next power to plant A flag
in space. Sometimes this spring
— perhaps in March — Japan

will test-fire the first stage of
its new four-stage, solid fuel
"Mu" launching rocket. It will
test the second and third stages
later this year. And may launch
its first earth satellite in 1967.
The space race will thus be intensified.

Inside Washington
BY HENRY CATIR ART
Central Press
Washington Writer

LBJ, Press Relations Strained
Once again the White House
is in another of its periods
of strained relations with the
press corps. So far, this one isn't
as acute as the others have been,
but it shows signs of being of
longer duration.
President Johnson's tenure
in office has been marked by
periods of mutual unhappiness
between his administration and
the press.
To some veteran reporters
th2se periods of friction are
inevitable, given the personalities involved.
unhappiness
T h e current
came about in a rather unusual
way. It was triggered by a local
television appearance by Bill
Moyers, the President's sharp
young press secretary.
In the course of an interview.
Moyers had some unkind words
to say about an institution dear
to the hearts of Washington reporters—the presidential press
conference.
Before Moyers ever brought
the matter out into the open
some reporters were becoming
unhappy over the length of time
that had passed since the President had held a formal meeting
with reporters.
But they were inclined to be
lenient because of the President's convalescenae from gall
bladder surgery and the fact
that there hadn't been much he
could talk about. anyway.
Now, however, newsmen are
becoming convinced that the
dearth of formal press cnoferences stems from a White House
desire to play down the institution. Many of them are girding
themselves for battle to save
what they consider their best
avenue of official government
thinking from extinction.
Moyers has performed remarkably well in the different
role he assumed and it is surprising that he should elect to
discuss a matter that he must
have known would stimulate critical commentary in news

columns.
Some individuals who observed White House operations closely think that Moyers Achilles'
heel may be a desire on his part
to be a personality in his own
right — an error for a man in
the public relations business.
•

*

*

•UNUSUAL SILENCE —
Wayne M6Fse is probably the
Senate's most outspoken critic
of the administration's policy in
Viet Nam. His Senate colleagues, therefore, got quite a
chuckle out of a recent Oregon
newspaper headline which read:
"Sen. Morse Has No Word on
U.S.-Viet Nam Policy."

There are black bigots as
well as white bigots.
If bigotry had a color, it
would probably be the color
yellow which we have come —
symbolically — to equate with
the meaning of cowardice.
For, what man is a bigger
coward than a man who cannot feel himself to be a man
until he dresses up in what he
believes to be long pants-hatred
of his fellow man?
people know
Enlightened
that most bigotry arises from
prejudice and that most prejudice arises from fear and that
most fear i s spawned of ignorance.
It's a poisonous parlay —
ignorancet o fear to prejudice
to bigotry.
These thoughts came to me
as I read the story in The New
York Times, of a CORE leader
in Westchester County —
Negro — who worked himself
into a rage at a meeting where
controversy was storming over
a school issue. He shouted to
his audience which included a
number of Jews, that Hitler
had not killed enough Jewish
people.
Although he later apologized
for his outburst, it is obvious
that here is a man who, if he
is not vicious, is combat-weary
in the struggle and ought to
be retired from the front lines
as unfit to speak for anyone
but his fevered self. Apologies
are inadequate, coming from a
captain who has sought to
scuttle a ship.
This man did desperate
damage to the cause which he
Presumed to be championing
and in his anger he was revealed more starkly than in his regret.
James Farmer, a decent
man, who is about to step down
as national boss of CORE, deplored the statement. Yet, in
the next breath, he seemed to
equate its diabolical nature

isitumnisrusseassmestoussestocer

An editor explained to the
irate reader that the dog house
in question was not that, literally. Rather, it was a room in the
office wing of the White House
to which radio and television reporters are being assigned, along
with broadcasting booths and
places to store their camera,
:
and other electronic gear.
To these electronic newsmen,
anywhere but the White House
Press Room is a dog house, even
if it is air conditioned.

There can be no such honest
equation. For, to pose it is to
excuse or alibi the depths of
bigotry from which the statement arose. I regret there was
no spontaneous rebuke from
other Negro leaders and civil
rights organizations.
There is always unfortunate
fallout from intolerance. I regret also that Will Maslow,
head of the American Jewish
Congress, saw fit to resign
from the board of CORE because of his feeling that the
organization did not adopt a
strong enough stand on this
issue.
Maslow should not have allowed the intemperance of one
man and perhaps a justified
impatience with an organization to take him away from
one of the vital vehicles in the
very struggle for which he has
fought for years. Divisioni n
the ranks is preecisely what
the enemies of freedom want.
The CORE leader who was
guilty of the offending statement has submitted his resignation and we nope it will be
accepted.
The Jewish people have been
at the forefront of the fight
for civil rights. ThEre are Jewish bigots as there are Negro
bigots but I do not recall in my
life span hearing of a Jewish
leader who deserved to or dared use his leadership to pander
to class or racial hatred.
This man did not attack the
Jews, he attacked God. He attacked man, the son of God, he
attacked you and me. And saddest of all he planted for the
virgin gardens of child minds
— The very children in whose
names he presumed to fight
for justice — one more poison
seed in a world and at a time
when too much poison already
exists.

Vet

Only
In
America

During the last session of
Congress, they say, Morse spoke
more often on Viet Nam than
any other senator — and with
far more emotion.
Reading beneath the headline
explained Morse's silence to
some extent. The story originated in India, where Morse was
visiting. And what he actually
said in response to a question on
Viet Nam was: "My ambassador speaks for me when I am
abroad.
• * •
• MISTAKEN IDENTITY —
A Washington newspaper recently reported that the White
House was installing air conditioning in the "dog house." Inevitably a reader complained
that not even the Great Society
should spend money to make life
that more pleasant for the
President's beagles and collie.

with the failure of the school
authorities under attack.

By HARRY GOLDEN

Life In The Sunny South
Everyone has an image of
the South: the early morning
fog rolling across the magnolia
trees, the hot sun burning the
tobacco patch, the cottOn growing out of the red soil. What
everyone forgets is that sometimes in the sunny ole Southland it snows and this throws
us for a loss.
First of all, few Southern
cities make any capital investment in snow plows and snow
trucks and the like. Nor can
you even buy a pair of rubbet
overshoes. So when it snows,
the snow stays and while the
citizenry display no panic about
the inclement elements, let us
say they exhibit a sort of urgency about the situation.
There's always •a run on the
hardware stores f o r snow
shovels and a run on the gas
stations for chains. Inventories,
never too big, are quickly depleted. Galoshes to most Southerners means an Hungarian
beef stew.
This winter the sunny ole
South really suffered. Snow
banked along our streets. Cars
skidded. Farm animals went
into a state of shock. The folks
down here have a system for
determining just how had the
storm will he. They call the
airport and if the runways are
closed, they figure they're in

for a real blow. Right off, they
write to the big Northern
stores for ear muffs and snow
clothes.
Up in New England, I understand, the schools have a system called "snow days." Some
computer estimates bow many
days each school year classes
will be called off in case of
blizzards.
The average is 12, I believe.
The school year is scheduled
usually 12 days longer than it
need be for this contingency.
But we Southerners don't employ this system. When a
school closes down here, the
State Commissioner of Education goes into shock along with
the barnyard animals. This
year they said the closedschool-days will be deducted
from the Easter vacation.
When the sudden storm descended upon us, I had three
employees who at 5 p.m. had
no way of getting home. I offered the girls the chance to
stay overnight in the office
hut there seemed little enthusiasm for this gambit. So
asked. "How are we going to
get your cars out of the lot
and onto the street." Literally
there was no way.

I
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LEE-HILL WEDDING PARTY — Following the marriage
of Miss Gilda Lee to John Hill of Detroit, members of the
wedding party are seen in the sanctuary of St. Thomas

DEFENDER

Catholic Church. From left are Misses Anita Perry, Kathy
Kelly, Priscilla Marr, Judith Metilic and Mrs. Caron Whit•
ney, matron of honor; Mr. and Mrs. John Hill, the bride

and groom; John Miles, hest man; Joseph Whitney, it.
George W. Lee. father of the bride, and Mrs. Estelle Lee,
of Detroit, the bride's mother. Standing in back of the cou-

Pais 7

pie is Father Theodore Weiser, who officiated. (Withers
Photos;
Ae

ENTERING CHURCH — Miss GiIda Lee is seen entering
church with her father, Lt. George W. Lee, vice president

of the Atlanta I.ife Insurance companN

THE NEW BRIDE — Mrs. John Hill is seen in St. Thomas
Catholic church following her recent wedding. She is the

CUTTING CAKE — Mr. and Mrs. John Hill are seen cutting cake during reception held for them at Atlanta Life

!Hsu' nir

onipan:t

AT THE RECEPTION — Friends of the bride's father are
seen flanking members of the wedding party during the re,
ception. At left is W. W. Walker and at extreme right is

former Miss Gilda Lee, daughter of Lt. George W. Lee and
3Irs. Estelle Lee.

0. W. Pickett. Hundreds of gifts were presented tai the
young couple.

.
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"Kismet — I do not believe in a fate that falls on men
however they act; but I do believe in a fate that falls on them
unless they act. — G. K. Chesterton
•
liOUND TABLE, NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CHRISTIANS
AND JEWS held their FIFTH ANNUAL BROTHERHOOD
AWARD DINNER at the AUDITORIUM Thursday night, in
honor of JOSEPH R. HYDE.
The HONORABLE BROOKS R. HAYS, special assistant to
PRESIDENT JOHNSON was the guest speaker at the dinner
which drew about fifteen hundred persons. Scanning through
the crowd we did s p y MISS VELMA LOIS JONES, DR.
CHARLES L. DINKINS, who was one of the dinner committee
members for the dinner and FORD NELSON. Other dinner
committee members whose names we saw on the program
were J. A. BEAUCHAMP, H. A. GILLIAM, SR., ELDER BLAIR
T. HUNT, who is also a Director of the Memphis Round Table
and Rev. JOHN CHARLES MICKLE.
Some of the other Memphis Round Table Directors whom
you know are LOUIS B. HOBSON, DR. IIOLLIS F. PRICE
and A. MACEO WALKER.
Fabulous costumes, superb skaters, music for every mood,
clowns, laughter — just of an evening delightful, refreshing
fantasy was what "HOLIDAY ON ICE", presented to its many
audiences at the COLISEUM last week.
Among those we know who, to speak in teen lingo. -made
the scene", were WALTERINE and JOHN OUTLAW, VELMA
LOIS JONES, BRYANT WILLIAMS, his daughter, COOKIE
and a whole slew of her little friends, AUDREY McGHEE,
her children, ROSALIND and RAE MARIE, and her brother,
ALLEN PARKER and little cousin, MICHAEL BROWN.
ETHEL MARIE SENGSTACKE, was there with her brother, FREDDY who was escorting CHRISTY HAYNES. Freddy
is visiting his parents, the WHITTIER SENGSTACKES on
South Parkway. He's in the Army and i stationed with the
10th Calvary at Ft. Lewis, Washington.
In town last week were two former deans of LeMoyne
College, DR. HUGH M. GLOSTER and DR. H. C. HAMILTON.
Dr. Gloster, was the featured speaker at LeMoyne Friday in
observance of Negro History Week. He is now Dean at Hampton Institute and while here was guest of PRESIDENT AND
MRS. HOLLIS F. PRICE, in their campus home.
Dr. Hamilton, who is now REGISTRAR at NIOREHOUSE
COLLEGE was the harr,e guest of MR. AND MRS. FLOYD

CAMPBELL on Quinn. His wife, MRS. GRACE T. HAMILTON is a GEORGIA STATE LEGISLATOR.
With all the precision and dignity of the military and yet
with the exuberance of youth the NATIONAL DEFENSE
CADET CORPS of the Memphis City Schools held their sixth
and what appears to be their final ball and banquet at Club
Paradise Saturday night.
MAJOR GENERAL JOHN A. BEALL, Chief of Staff, Third
United States Army was the banquet speaker.
There was a twinkle of pride in the eyes of charming IDA
ROBINSON as she watched the handiwork of her handsome
hubby MAJOR GEORGE L. ROBINSON, unfold flawlessly,
Major Robinson has commandeered the NDCC since its inception. The Robinsons, pride and joy, GEORGETTE, who is
an eight grader at Carver was flower girl to her school queen.
Pretty and talented SOLORES MOORE, of Douglas High
School was crowned Queen. She is the daughter of MR. AND
MRS. CHARLIE MOORE. Her alternates were MELBERTA
MEADOW, first of Lester High and second, CAROLYN
BRIDGEFORTH of Hamilton High who is also a CO-ETTE.
Other queen contestants were SANDRA K. UNDERWOOD,
Carver High, BEULAH CHILDRESS, Manassas High, JOYCE
ANN GODWIN, Melrose High and CARMEN NICHOLSON of
Booker T. Washington High.
Judges who chose the queen were MRS. A. MACEO WALKER, social and civic leader, MISS PAT KERR, and instructor at the Patricia Stevens School of Modeling and 1964 winner of the Tennessee, "Miss Universe", crown and WILLIAM
FISHER, III general manager of the Cotton Carnival.
And now let's catch up with our club notes. The DELTA
MOTHERS held their last meeting with MRS. ADA B. SPRAGGINS at her South Lauderdale home. Mrs. Spraggins fulfilled
two roles that Sunday evening, one as hostess and the other as
Vive-President presiding in the absence of the President.
The ladies were completing details of their tea which will
be Sunday March 13, at the South Parkway residence of MRS.
W. 0. SPEIGHT, SR. In on the planning of the tea to which
they are inviting their. friends were Mesdames ETHEL DOUGLASS, IDA LENOIR, CLARA PARKS, SELENA BAKER,
CLARA GILCHRIST, JULIUS ANDERSON, MARY COLLIER:
GEORGIA ATKINS, and GEORGIA SOMERVILLE.
When the LES CHERIES AMIES BRIDGE CLUB met last
ALMA HOLT was hostess to them at MRS. CAIN'S. She gifted her winners with a wide assortment of jewelry and the winners were MARTHA FLOWERS, JEAN ROBINSON and WILHELMEIN LOCKARD.
Enjoying the game as well as the shrimp creole were
MARIDELE ADAMS, LORRAINE BRISTER, GLADYS DeWITT, CLAUDIA FOSTER, WINIFRED FRANKLIN, BERNICE
HARRIS, ETHEL ISABEL, JUANITA TURNER and OPIIELIA
VANPELT.
And on the same night, almost a fortnight ago MARY
ROBERTSON hostessed the FLAMINGO BRIDGE CLUB at
her home on Edmondson. She too, chose jewelry as prizes and
winning the handsome additions to any costume were ADA
JACKSON, VERA CLARK and VERA STEVENSON.
Other Flamingoes present were BERTHA DILLARTi,
ELEANOR CURRIE, FANNIE WEST, REO RITA JACKSON,
WILMA CAMPBELL, WARLIESE HORNE, JESSIE PRESLEY,
CHESTINE COWAN and JEAN YARBROUGH.

And we're still talking about that same week-end — the
Saturday night of that week-end, that is — the president of
LAS MUJERS BRIDGE CLUB entertained them at her home
on Waldorf.
Her prize winners were LIRLEE JONES, whose first prize
was a silverplated jewelry box, FLORINE SCULLOCK, second
prize winner, a set of Baronet ash trays and the guest winner
was THERESE BROWN who won a brandy lite candle holder.
FRANKIE GREGORY was gifted with lingerie, a birthday
present from her secret pal.
Other members playing were EMMA JEAN TURNER,
MAE FRANCIS MARTIN, JANICE WALTON, LILLIE B. RAYNER and EVA KATE CHAMBERS. LYNETTE MANAHAN and
RUTH1E GRANT were the other guests.
Missed by her club members was BETTYE POWELL who
is recuperating in the E. II. Crump Hospital.
And now we're up to the last week-end. The LINKS met
Friday night with LIL CAMPBELL and MARIAN GIBSON as
co-hostesses at the Top Hats and Tails Clubhouse. It was a
real glamorous occasion, with the "CONNECTING LINES"
coming in after the business session. Giving their mates assistance in receiving were Floyd Campbell and Dr. W. W.
Gibson.
Links and Connecting Links tossing calorie charts to the
winds at the sight of the mouth watering standing rib roast,
spinach souffle and other delectable et ceteras were ALMA
BOOTH, ADDIE JONES, RUTH A N D ROBERT LEWIS,
JEWEL HULBERT, JULIA A N D DR. LELAND ATKINS,'
JOHNETTA KELSO with ATTY. A. A. LATTING, ROSA and
DEAN A. A. BRANCH from TOUGALOO COLLEGE, HARRIETT and MACEO WALKER, MARGARET and DR. FRED
RIVERS and JEWEL and DR. OSCAR SPEIGHT.
The latter three couples had just returned from a jaunt
to JAMAICA with the PINOCHLE CLUB of Detroit where they
indulged in several sun filled days of deep sea fishing, golfing,
swimming, shopping, beach picnics, calypso singers and dancers, penthouse parties, formal dinners and other et eeteras
that were utterly fabulous.
Among the party-goers were several relatives of BERNARD PORCHE, handsome young fiancee of PAULETTE
BRINKLEY, DR. AND MRS. BOYINGTON MILTON and DR.
AND MRS. SAMUEL MILTON all of Detroit.
SAVANNAH MAYES feted the UNIS AMIS BRIDGE CLUB
Saturday night at her home on Leath Street 'and for prizes she
chose perfumes and frilly pin curl bonnetts. Club members
winning prizes were MARTHA FLOWERS, OTHELLA SHANNON, and GRACE BROWN.
Guest prize winners were DOROTHY WESTBROOK,
OPHELIA VANPELT, and LESLIE NELSON.
HELEN HOUSTON, CORA SMITH, and MARY NEELY
were the other club members present.
EMMA THOM JOHNSON chose MRS. CAIN's Saturday
night to entertain the FOUR SUITERS BRIDGE CLUB and
jewelry, condiment dishes, sachets, lapel pins and bracelets
comprised the prizes.
Lucky winners were club members, BERTHA JOHNSON,
GLORIA HOHARD, and ALMA HOLT. MELBA BRISCOE,
HELEN BATTS and EVA McCHRISTON were the guest prize
winners.
A cute little gimmick which was a pleasant surprise to the
club members as well as guests, Emma Thom gave a prize to

the one who had the most folding money in her pocketbdak
—
and qualifying for this prize was Bertha Johnson!
Reveling in the entertainment of the evening were GatTRUDE WALKER, HELEN SHELBY, CHARLENE McGRA44_,
CELIA CHAPMAN, and BENNIE GARY WILLIAMS. Crii•
°
ing a high score of absentism was LOIS HARG RAVES, w544.s
Sponsor
whoilfr
NDCC
an
HARRIS,
in the hospital, THELMA
tended their ball, CELEST1A PORTER, who had to go to Jackson, Mississippi because of the death of her father and JEW.
BETHEL who had to go to Nashville because of illness in /ler
family there.
And with MRS. CAIN'S being the popular spot that it is.
DOROTHY TUGGLE chose to entertain the Cardettes tbSre
also on Saturday night.
ANNIE BELLE SAUNDERS won the first prize, which was
:a
an umbrella and BERNICE WILLIAMS' second prize was
box of stockings.
Other CAREETTES present were JORCE PINKST(11‘i,
ETHEL BELL, ELENE PHILLIPS, MERLE PATTERS0/4,
ELIZABETH LEWIS and RITA OLIVE.
And' with the young set, the COMMONS of LeMoyne
was the setting Saturday afternoon for a party given
the seven to eleven age group of the JACK and JILLS.
Punc h, cookies, candy, kiddie hors d'oeuvres made up ut
party fare atop the red white and blue table cloth _which V*
centerd with a huge top hat of "Uncle Sam".
The little hosts and hosttesses were CHERRL FOUC112,
HORACE SIMMONS, CHARLTON JOHNSON, VASCO SMMI
III, VICTOR BRASWELL, LOUIS B. HOBSON, JR. tail
CAMILLE SIMON.
Mothers responsible for the party were Mesdames MARR
BRASWELL, ELIZABETH SIMON, LENA FOUCHE, CATHERINE SIMMONS and EMMA THOM JOHNSON.
Guests having a frolicking good time were KAREN WILSON, GINA JOHNSON, ALLEN TURNER, CALVIN WILSON,
FAITH GRIFFIN, LISA and MICHAEL SIMON, HAROLD and
ROY WHALUM, MARVA GOSSETT, GLENN GREEN E,
HORACE CHANDLER, JR., JERRY FANION, JR., STANLEY
SAWYER, CARL ALDRIDGE, DERRELL JEANS, LAWTON
JACKSON, JR., HARRIETT "CANDY" WALKER, PAULA
VENSON, ANGELA TRIPLETT, KIM and KEATH BRIDGES,
PAULA POWELL, DEBORAH G. OWEN, DONNA OSBORNE,
and CHERYL OWENS, JEWEL HULBERT is back from a
business trip to BATON ROUGE where she was guest of
DR. AND MRS. FELTON CLARK, at the President's home on
Southern University Campus. While there she ran into DR.
AND MRS. LINCOLN RAGSDALE of Phenix. Arizona w h o
flew her to New Orleans in their private plane. This was the
first time the well traveled Jewel had flown in a private plane
and she says its quite adventuresome.
The BOOSTER CLUB of ST. THOMAS and SR. BERTRAND
schools is overwhelmed with gratitude to their supporters for
having made their tea so successful. A special vote of thanks
goes to the capable MILDRED RILEY of the PET MILK
COMPANY,who weaves a magic wand with that frappe. MRS.
RITTA P. SMITH was Chairman of the tea and SISTER MARY
EVANGELICE BVM was Moderator.
Friday night March 4, affords two dances the RUBAIVAAT
SOCIAL CLUB is having a "GRANNY BALL" at the FLAMINGO and the J-U-G-S are having their "LIVING AD BALL".: at
the SHERATON-PEABODY.

al-

lege

Mrs. M.G. Harris
Receives Promotion
"wigs*"

TENNESSEE STATE'S 'BEST DRESSED'
— Participating in "Glamour" magazine's
tenth annual "Best Dressed Contest," Miss
Yvonne Owens, a senior from Memphis,
left, was chosen by a panel of judges including fashion editors to represent Tennessee
State, and here she is being greeted following the announcement by Miss Patsy Strong,
also from Memphis. Looking on are Leon

Carter, left, of Cleveland, Ohio, and Walter
House of Detroit. Miss Owens, daughter of
Mrs. Frankie Owens. met Glamour qualifications by having "a clear understanding
of her fashion type; a workable wardrobe
plan; imagination in managing a clothes
budget; good grooming, a good figure. poise,
and a suitable campus look in line with
local customs.

Mrs. Marie G. Harris, former system, :aid (6) train students
teacher of home economics at to become employable in child I
Carver High School, has been day centers, pre-school centers,
promoted to director of the Pilot and institutions having legal reTraining Program for Supervis- sponsibilities for small childed Workers in Child Develop- ren in the individual students's
iiii
Center at Hamilton High' family and in the community.
School.
This program is being initiatThe pilot program provides a ed in Tennessee this year.
laboratory course for twenty
high school girls to: (1) compare techniques of helping preschool children- acquire somn of
the basic educational concepts
and skills which have been determined essential for readiness
for the first grade, (2) train
1 high school girls to work as
teacher aides, (3) provide high
school girls with one unit of
credit for a semester's work
and receive wages of the same,
value as other vocational workstudy students, (4) increase the
quantity of pre-school centers in
the school system being
utilized for pilot study of the
pre-school child, (5) evaluate
study in this pilot center to gain
guidance child, (5) evaluate
development, study in the home
economics classes of the school
MRS. MARIE HARRIS

Casual
Corner
Leather has the casual corner
of your shoe closet all "tied;
up," the Leather Industries of,
America reports.
An assortment of lecings. ribbons and other ties will be decorating the smartest walking
shoes, flats and other sporty
footwear.
Whether your leather walkers
are ghillies, wrap-around tics or
brogues, you'll find them with
strings attached.

Ifinepr vignettes from SPE AS

Vinegar — Drink of
the Roman Soldiers
Throughout history, vinegar has
held a fascinating and imbortant
place. Julius Caesar's armies are
supposed to have drunk vinegar
diluted with water when on the
march.Caesar apparently believed
in the curative powers of vinegar.
Today Speas knows more about
vinegar than anyone ... as they
have been in the busr•
ness since '.888.
1
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COEDS TO MODEL UN — These LeMoyne
coeds, members of the colleve'e
Council of United Nations, left Wednesday
of this week for St. Louis, where they will
represent Canada at the Midwest Model
United Nations. Seated, left to right: Lila

Ann Abron, a senior; Lois McGowan, a
senior; and Alma R. Williams, a freshman.
Standing, left to right: Mae Alice Brewer, a.,
junior; Mary Maxine Gray, a senior, and
Barbara Milligan, a junior.

HERFF
FOR

SUMMER AVE.

Invites Doctors, Lawyers, Teachers, Government
Employees, Factory Workers, Cooks, Truck Drivers,
Farmers, Domestic Workers

Everyone Can Afford The
Beautiful

1966 FORD

MUSTANG
CHARGE YOUR
DOWN PAYMENT

$67 Down

You're in the Pepsi generation!
Patronize The Advertisers You Meet In The Pages Of The DEFENDER

$67 Month
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SCLC Gets
Limit On
Dixie Pickets
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — The
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC) was under
a temporary restraining order
limiting the number of pickets
at a store where a white man
shot five Negro pickets Monday night.
U.S. District Court Judge
Clarence Allgood handed down
the order Friday at the request
of attorneys for the store, who
charged that SCLC pickets had
severely damaged business.

Beautifully costumed living ads, representing business firms, will be presented Friday night, Merck 4th, as the special feature of the J-U-G-S'
12th Annual Charity Ball a the Sheraton-Peabody. "Art-A-Go-Go" is the
:selected theme for the ball. Representing and portraying the business firms
and famous paintings are First R., left to right — Johanna Sandridge, Father Bertrand, "Young Girl at the Open Door," LONG AID; Dolores Moore,
Douglass, Billboard Girl; Brenda Branch, Douglass, "Fool With the Lute,"
LWLOK TEENAGE PAGES; Shelia Bolden, "Miss Douglass," "Girl With the
- Watering Can," WDIA RADIO STATION; Second Row: Patricia Martin, Melrose, "The Cook," HARLEM HOUSES; Linda L. Keeley, Lester, "Can-Can
TRI-STATE DEFENDER; Naomi R. Reed, Lester, Cigarette Girl;
••Jacqueline McCauley, Father Bertrand, "Blue Boy." TRAVIS BRUCE; Sandra Kay Harrell, Manassas, "Whistler's Mother," MEMPHIS WORLD; Ellisandra Hanna, Manassas, "Ta Matete," PEPSI-COLA; Melberta Meadow

Allgood said he would decide
later low many pickets he
would allow at the store, but
ruled that pickets should be
'orderly moN mg at an times
.; Mary Lynn Morris, Father Bertrand,
"Miss NDCC" of Lester, Billboard Girl
"There will be no violence
"Don Manuel," SOUTHERN FUNERAL HOME; Emma Mayweather, Hamilton, "American Gothic," BUSCH BAVARIAN; Third Row: Barbara Flem- land I enjoin the pickets from
ing, Mt. Pisgah (1st Negro "Teenager of the Week"), "Age of Innocence," Iparticipating in or encouraging
TEAMSTERS' UNION; Anna Spuriock, Booker T. Washington, "Ballerina," any acts which might provoke
violence," Allgood said.
BILL SPEROS, PLYMOUTH-CHRYSLYER DEALER; Mary Jane Wilson,
"Miss Carver," "Pinkie," FALSTAFF Patricia Simpson, Hamilton, Booklet
Earlier the SCLC filed notice
Girl; ReGina Riley, Father Bertrand, 'Mona Lisa," NAT DURING; Patricia of appeal of temporary injuncA. Walton, Booker T. Washington, "Op Art," COCA COLA; Andrea Morrow, tion banning it from recruiting
"Miss BTU," "Surrealistic Art" UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE COM- Negro students for street demPANY; Sandra Kaye Underwood, "Miss NDCC" of Carver, "The Shrimp onstrations.
Girl," PEACE REALTY COMPANY; Eva Smith, Lester, Booklet Girl;
(Not Pictured) Constance Mitchell, "Boy with the Rabbit," SOUTHLAND
RACING CORPORATION.

Washington PTA
Celebrates
Founders' Day

Booker T. Washington High
school's PTA observed Founders' Day in a program held at
the school on Monday night,
Feb. 21, and the theme was
"Heart of the PTA."
The featured speaker was
Rev. P. E. Brooks, pastor of
Smothers Chapel CME church
and a member of the Washington faculty.

SOCIAL ACTION SEMINAR — Five chapters of Delta Sigma Theta sorority
sponsored an International Social Action Seminar last Saturday at the Sarah
Brown Branch of the YWCA, and seen here are some of the participants
who spoke on such subjects as employment, education and voting. Seated
from left are Miss Mose Yvonne Brooks, president of Memphis Alumnae
chapter; Mark,Israel, director of :Tennessee Commission on Human Relations; Leonard Small, State Emidoyment Commission; Miss Maxine Smith,
executive director of Memphis NAACP; Miss Margaret Williams; director
-of personnel, Memphis City Schools; and Mrs. Cal
Lentz, Stevens, panelist
:On education; Standing, same order, are Mrs. A. W. Willis, Mrs. Janet Hen-

Music was rendered by the
Walker Avenue PTA chorus
with Mrs. Ozell Clayborn and
Mrs. Claudia Wilson as soloists.
The occasion for the observance
was explained by Mrs. Anne
McGhee.

son, vice president of Memphis chapter of Delta Sigma Theta and co-chairman of seminar; Miss Maggie L. McDowell, director of sorority's Southern
Region; Mrs. Mary Collier, seminar, co-chairman; W. C. Weathers, Memphis
Following the program, reHousing Authority; Jacques Wilmore, regional director of the Civil Rights freshments were served by Mrs.
Commission; Joseph Westbrook, supervisor of secondary education, Mem- M. R. Williams and students of
Phis City Schools; Mrs. W. J. Tollison, president of the League of Women the home economies departVoters; Rev. S. B. Kyles and Mrs. Beulah Williams, consultants. Participatment.
ing chapters were the Jackson, Memphis, and Hayti, Mo., chapters and the
Mrs. Edna H. Webb is pros!college chapters of LeMoyne, and Lane colleges and Memphis State ant.erdent of the PTA and J. D.
sity. (Withers Photo)
Springer principal of the school.

Negroes Should Write On Whites
Big dechred proudly. "Thisi dam Clayton Powell for Con- office"
cat wrote down all his gress. I digs his having enough l "True," Big Mouth declared
young
"What is that you are readdays and ways, living in Har- smarts to write out a big, heavy "But he do not have no church
ing," Big asked me.
book like that, but I do not un- like Adam with five thousand
I informed him that the book lem and he have made him
derstand why he want to go precinct captains sitting in them
was Claude Brown's "Manchild some heavy bread. In fact, he messing with Adam instead of
pews. He do not have no fine
have got so rich that he truly
in the Promised Land."
sticking to his own gig."
vines like Adam who I am told
"I have heard of that one,' believe he can run against A"Just because he is a writer, can change his suits three times
Big?" I asked. "Writers should daily without repeating hisself.
dounlown and union ave.
have just as much of a privi- He do not have no blow hair
lege as any other citizen. And like Adam's to throw into his
any citizen can run fee public eyes whenever he want to excite womens and young folks.
H
Adeamarewitnhota vnoicerevee
ren
adtmlikt
m.
e
•-.
N. L.
lik
fashion specialists in sizes
pet and them long, pretty words
18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/2
a way of getting folks
'eavesdropping when he talking
l
RALEIGH, N. C. — Thirty-two.with
God."
Shaw University seniors havel
"You
are quite an Adam Pow- 1
to!
here
campus
central
,left the
I
white collared 'begin student teaching assign-'eli fan," I commented.
"True again," Big admitted,
ments in one of several schools "Tie
is, if I was a big-time
throughout the state during the '
black crepe
book writer with white folks
winter term.
They will spend a seven-week'giving me teas and parties and'
residency in the classroom as a telvision gigs, I would make the
:10.00
part of the professional experi- most of this. I would not jump
ence program at the university. out here trying to be no politiDuring this seven-week peri- cian. They is more and more
od, the senior student teachers books coming out every day a•
will actually live in the corn- bout our folks, some written by
munity in which they work.,them, some about them and
sizes
They are assigned specific sub- white folks gobble them up like
jects, and work under both a they was Christmas candy.
16'/ to 281,4
classroom critic teacher,. and Cause white folks hungry to
Shaw University's supervising; know-what make this black man
teachers.
tick.
By ALFRED DUCKETT

CSS

Students Get
Teaching Posts ,and

S.

1

A

MEMPIIIAN MEETS JAYNE — "A celebration fit for a
bestowed
upon Queen Ester Rolack, formerly of--3424 Allen Road, at
the internationally known Latin Quarters Night Club in
York. Her 20th birthday recently was highlighted by a perpersonal backstage visit with the famed Jane Mansfield
tleft), star of the show. Queen attended Woodstock High
School before making her home in New York.

queen" describes the , surprise birthday honors

Volume Makes The
Difference

BUY YOUR 1966 FORD
FROM

HULL DOBBS Co.
WORLD'S LARGEST
FORD
DEALERS
THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
TO BUY YOUR CAR

115 South Third St.

•

Ph 526-8871

E.
am

Blue Stallion Lounge
Our New Manager, GORDY WADE Says, "We are
now serving U. S. Choice T-Bone $2.00 12 Oz. Steaks,
U. S. Choice Ribs 12 Oz. Steaks at $1.50 and they are
Charcoal Broiled too! The Finest Steaks in Memphis!
Open every Thursday, Fri., Sat. and
Sunday, 6:00 P.M. to 2:00 A.M.
STA4
Featuring our Combo the
•••.?
STYLE SETTLERS

Fri. & Sat. Nights, 9:30 to 1:30 a.m.
Mamie Dell at the Piano, 9:30 to
1:30 P.M.
328 BEALE ST.

PHIL ZERILLA, Owner

Your FAMILY
Deserves
The Finest

WOOLWORTH'S
KING •
• COTTON

Fully lined acetate and mot
sheer crepe, sheath-shaped to
create on instantly slimmer
look . . . frost white crepe
collar, braid scrolled and black
crepe appliqued .. . the col-

JOINTHI

bock ... in black only.

livery,

STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN • 14 S. MAIN
UNION AVE. • 1,92 UNION

•
•

527-4436
274-2045

Sensational New, Deetwatire

PLASTIC ROSES

lar dips to a flattering V in

MAIL ORDSR8: Add 50c postage plus 4% for Tennessee de-

Country Style
Pork Sausage

UNE
Add on Wry Plus I. Your plat,'.*MIS IS. good tato of extra
chi/Stag BirimStog test,' the way
f
bow should.Dfy.not sweet
whet sakes it ultra rehestung,
.leen Me Moe Noe lenlithl

EXTRA REFRESHING....
BECAUSE IT'S 111EwEn
EXTRA DRY
CARL.II4G tRIMING
COMPANY,
BOLLIVILL1, ILLIMOIS

Do....§...fta
••
Nowa. el 114414 Shme 1177

Colorful plastic flowers are a
wonderful addition to your
home's decor. Pick one pretty
flower or a dozen dazzling
blooms in nature's own colors,
or vibrant fashion shades.
They're washable, fadeproof.
Stems can be easily cut or bent.

YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT

WOOLWORTH'S

Nut Choice-Either Hot or Mildl

QUALITY BUILT OUR BUSINESS.
QUALITY REMAINS FOREMOST.
MADE IN THE U.S. GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED KITCHENS OF THE
NAT SURING PACKING COMPANY
Look for the Red Check•red
King Cotton Brand When You
Shop for Ham, Lunch Meat,
Bacon, Frankfurters
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Hockey Head

SPORTS
HORIZON

Blasts NHL

•

ragatLMEMIly BILL LITTLk

agilaa
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ROUGH ROAD AHEAD

PEARL HIGH NO. 1

Nashville Pearl, perennially Everyone will be pulling for
the top Negro scholastic basket- Pearl to survive the district and
ball team in Tenn. before mem- regional tournaments and a
bership in the Tennessee Secon- chance at the big plum in the
dary Schools Athletic Associa- state. Pearl will be put through
t h e school's most rigorous
tion
commenced
integrated
tournament campaign in its
play, will likely finish the sea- endeavor to make the number
son picked the stat'e .number one ranking it now holds stand
one team according to the two up.
wire service polls.
ROLLER DERBY HERE
The high riding Tigeri are The hard bruising action of
undefeated in 20 games. Coach International Roller Derby reCornelius Ridley, a Pearl gra- turns to the Mid-South Colduate himself, is the nervous iseum, Tuesday and Wednesday,
type but a hard driving mentor March 8 and 9 at 8:00 P.M. Acwho never let his team relax on; tion galore will be the order of
the hardwood. Ridley played at I business when the league leadLane College and coached ati ing San Francisco Bay BombAlamo, Temi. before landing thel ers meet the hard charging CaliPearl job, taking over from W. fornia Cardinals.
J. Gupton. Gupton, now a;
Nashville principal, directed' Appearing here with the Bay
Pearl to many years of state' Bombers will be the always
popular Charlie "0", commonly
and national recognition.
known to Derby fans as Charles
Pearl vaulted to the top perch O'Connell, coach, and considerafter Alcoa, the leader for most ed one of the greatest talents in
of the season, was crushed by the 31 year history of the sport
Oak Ridge. Perry Wallace is the Other notables will include Gill
heralded star on a star studded Orozco, Lou Donovan and proquintet that has run roughshod viding thrills on the distaff side
over most of its opposition. The are John Weston, Ann Bauer
famed Tigers smashed Melrose and Phillips.
and Lester during a two day
stay in Memphis in December. The Cardinals are led by Bob
Wallace has been approached by "Bald Eagle" Hein, Bob Woodscores of colleges who think the bury, 1965 most valuable playintelligent youth can fit right in er, and scoring ace Richard
with their cage scheme. Van- Rapp. Included on the Cardinals
derbilt is one of his suitors female roster are Marge Laszlo
which brings to mind Wallace's and Lydia Clay, 1964 female
academic qualifications. T h e rookie of the year.
Pearl senior is equally at home Those of you who haven't
achieving in the classroom as watched Roller Derby action on
on the hardwood.
local TV this relatively new
In an interview during the sport can get pretty rough when
half of an important Com- the skaters taker turns bumpmodores clash with Kentucky, ing each others to prevent pasWallace told a radio announcer ses. The gals are no exception
that when he finally makes a when the action becomes heatchoice the school will be one ed.
that fits his needs, and he is
not at all interested in the glamour of the college.

Champs

REBOUND WRANGLE—North Carolina college's Lee Davis, right and two members of
the AST college cage team are seen battling for a rebound in a game played recently in NCC's Durham gym. Aggie men

are Ted Campbell (15) and Dewey Williams (51). A&T recovered from a four-point
deficit at the half to win by a score of 66
to 65—catching up with and passing NCC in
the last 30 second of the game.

What's New?

PRYOR

JAYCEES HONOR TURNER— The Bluff
City Junior Chamber of Commerce honored Jesse H. Turner as its "Man of the
Year" at an awards dinner held last Thursday at the Alcy Acres Country Club, and
presenting the plaque to Mr. Turner at left,
is Freeman Lester, president of the Jaycees, as Mrs. Turner looks on at right. Mr.

Turner, president of the Memphis branch of
the NAACP, was selected for contributions
he had made to the community. The speaker for the dinner was Rev. W. C. Holmes,
pastor of Beulah Baptist church, who cited
Mr. Turner as the type of a man who was
needed by the community. (Withers Photo)

• ... The Home of . .

A Super-Star
Rick Barry

Startle.; At

$2151
Immeitlate

TORONADOS
NEW CAR TRADE-INS

'63 Dodge $1095 '62 F-85 $995
CI.1) Canto, I cti
dn.'.

'62 F-85 $1095
Casevertlble, •utotnatic,
& heater, fre-engine red with
Witt top.

2-door, V-41., mrtensehc., radio
and heater, rid mod white.

$995

oor'IS', 14,0pcs'w. aid
a r.

'64 Olds $2395 '63 Olds
$1695
"II" Tema &idea, fell power
end sir.

'63 Olds $1995
Drg..mic -ar 9 pal asimator
wagon, fell power end air.

_
New
Factory Air, Like
,
Power
Full
Sedan DeVille
Air, One Owner
1964 CADILLAC
Power, Factory
Full
DeVille Sedan
Air, Extra Nice
1961 CADILLAC
Power, Factory
Full
Fleetwood
1962 CADKLAC

1963 CADILLAC

'51 Ford $395

'65 Corva. $1695 '60 Olds
Corral,. 4-doser MOUE, stra:ght
stick 1,1):13

stra;Ohf

Dynamic Hebday Sod.., losis
mileage, see tomer,

'64 Rant $1145

Backer's Of Trip
To Sweden Will
Receive Awards

Bethune-Cookman Gets
50 000 For Music Hall

OLDSMOBILE

New F-85 Oldsmobile:

CALGARY, Alta. (UPI) —
teams will be cut
The secretary-manager of the; Prep League teams hit the week. The 14
week as to eight as play moves to
this
trail
tournament
Canadian Amateur Hockey Asundersociation, Gordon Juckes, has the District 34 meet gets sites., Woodstock for a four day run.
three
at
week
this
way
criticized the National Hockey
The finals are scheduled for
state hundreds of
League on its selection of cit- Across the
with the top
over cage quintets are aware Saturday night
ies in league expansions.
to the
advancing
finishers
three
together
a
that.by p utting
Juckes And the NHL had string of 10 or 11 straight vic- Region Nine tourney next week
"finally removed, the blinds tories it could lead to a cham- at Memphis State University.
completely and presented its pionship in the state tourney,
Woodstock,-the Shelby
true money-grabbing philosophy Iwhich will be decided at Vanchamp, a n d Carver,
County
to the Canadian people.
derbilt in Nashville two weeks winner in the city, rate as hte
(Last week the league granted from now. Action gets under- favorites. However, Washington
new franchises expanding the way in District 34 with three and Hamilton, who tied for secleague to 12 teams — 10 of games at Melrose and Caple- ond in the Prep League, own a
them American. Vancouver was, ville slated for Tuesday of this total of three victories over
one city which missed out on
Carver and the host Aggies.
franchise bids.)
Woodstock got off to slow starts
"W ith the announcement
in defeating Barret's Chapel'
came the final sellout of Canaand Geeter last week to win the
dian hockey as a sport by the
Geeter Invitational. The Aggies
trailed both teams at the half,
professionals," Juckes s a id. Pace
nipping Geeter 65-66 in the last
"With that announcement went ,
any idea that professional hoc- NEW YORK (UPI) — Sixteen 11 second to take the title.
key gives a damn about our trotters and pacers were officialCarver clinched the Prep
sport — except as a money- ily designated as 1965 champions
League crown with a two point
maker for a chosen few . . . by members of the Haraess
victory over Washington but the
and in their greed they evident- Tracks of America.
Cobras may be without the
ly don't care that their expanleadership of Coach Cal Haitision plans carry with them the I Cardigan Bay, owned by Irv- burton who has been hospitalizCardithe
Berkemeyer
and
ing
very seeds of death for hockey
gan Stable of New Egypt, N.J., ed the past week with a liver
and their own plans.
was chosen the champion aged ailment. Assistant coach Ed
The Amateur Hockey chief,pac er and the Speedy Scot of Thornton has been directing the
said the NHL "money barons" the Castleton Farm was select- Carver practice sessions.
had made Canada a "gigantic l ed the top aged trotter.
Two games concluded the rehockey slave farm."
gular
scheduled Prep League
standardbreds
"The NHL is Canadian, it is Castleton Fai m
season when Lester whipped
our league, our trophy and our ;dominated the list with three
Melrose 71-61, a n d Douglass
game. They have finally amit- Ichampions. They were Speedy
knocked o f f Manassas 71-51.
ted none of these things mean. year-oldScot, Dartmouth, the top fourLester, forced to be satisfied
anything to the owners except ear-old trotter, and Race Time,
with three wins in its first nine
the
leading
four-year-old
pacer.
as a means of hood-winking the
games, finished with a rush,
public, getting our support by Four of the horses named are copping four of its last five
developing players for them for 'trained
,
and driven by Stanley games. Charlie Williams led
nothing and build publicity and pancer. They are Cardigan Bay, the attack for..,the Lions with
gates to their profit," he said. I I3onjour Nanover, of the Lehigh 23 points. Douglass led Manasgtable, in the two year-old filly sas most of the way but it was
group; Noble Victory, owned by not until late in the third quartKennedh Owne, Houston, in the er that the Tigers slowed down.
three-year-old trotting class; George Willis had the hot hand
and Worth Seein, owned by Rose for Douglas with 32 points.
Hild breeding farm, as the top James Harvey and Ed Ferby
aged trotting mare.
had 14 each.
Those selected for awards in
LEAGUE STANDINGS
the two-year-old category were
Persons and
Prep League
organizations Governor Armbro, top trotting
that helped make possible 53 colt; Kerry Way, top trotting
W. L. Pct.
Southside youngsters' trip to filly; Romeo Hanover, top- pacSweden will be presented Alpha ing colt; and Bonjour Hanover. Carver
1
.928
Merit Awards on Saturday,
Hamilton
11
3
.750
In
the
three-year-old
class,
Feb. 19, at 6:30 p.m.
11
3
.750
wards went to Armbro Flight, Washington
Xi Lambda chapter of Alpha filly trotter; Bret
7
.500
Hanover, pac- Lester
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., will ing colt;
5
9
.367
Balenzano, filly pacer; Melrose
present the awards, on behalf and Noble Victory. The
4
10
.284
four- Douglass
of the students, in the Parkway year-old category winners were Bertrand
3 11
.214
Ballroom, 45th st. and South,Candid Rodney, top trotting Manassas
2 12
.143
Parkway blvd.
mare; Palm Reward, top pacing
COUNTY
According to J. Herbert King, mare; Dartmouth and Race SHELBY
.
regional director of the frater- Time.
W.
L.
Pct.
nity, awards will be presented
10
0
1.000
to Mayor Richard J. Daley, the Among the aged horses, five- Woodstock
6
4
.600
Expressen Newspaper of Stock- year-old and up, awards went to Geeter
5
5
.500
holm, Sweden, Pan American Harry's Laura as the top pacing Capleville
5
5
.500
Air Lines, Carson Pine Scott mare; Speedy Scot, Worth Seein Barret's
3
Mt. Pisgah
7
.300
and Company, Cook County De- and Cardigan Bay,
partment of Public Aid, Chicago
Housing Authority, Delta Sigma l
Theta Sorority and South EncV
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Following the presentations, $
a reception honoring the group
will be held at the Alpha Phi
;Alpha Fraternity House, 4432
DAYTONA BEACH,'Fla.— A Seaboard Airlines railroad be'South Parkway.
retired railroad mail clerk, who tween Jacksonville and PensaIndividuals
receiving
the worked in Memphis as a carcola.
award are Dr. Thaddeus Kospenter before entering Civil
trubala, director of
Mental
Mrs. Robinson, though not a
Health for the Chicago Board Service, and then took time out
Bethune Cookman graduate, bebetween
his
runs
to
make
wise
of Health, who initiated the
came familiar with its work
Education for Life Project at;investments in Jacksonville real
estate,
through her membership on the
has
given
$50,000
to
the Firman House, Mrs. Ingrid
United Negro College Fund in
Kostrubala, Mrs. Gwendolyn;Bethune-Cookman college, according
Jacksonville,
and often visited
to
the
president,
Dr.
Carter and Mrs. Leontine Lethe school.
mon, who ccompanied the 53'Richard V. Moore.
youths to Sweden and Den- The donor, Peter H. Robin- Her husband's gift is believed
mark.
son, specified that the money to be the largest gift to a Negro
be used toward the construc- college by a Negro in the state.
tion of a $250,000 music building on the campus, which will Preliminary plans for the
be named the "Julia E. Robin- 11,000 square foot building call
son Memorial Music Hall- in for 10 practice rooms, five
office-studios, a large band and
tribute to his wife.
choral room, a smaller choral
Mr. Robinson was on the room, a lounge and music li;campus last week to meet braries.
One minute interview with Bethune-Cookman student s,
'San 'Francisco Coach Alex Han- staff and friends and to present
num who is delirious over the his check to Dr. Moore. He also
splendid start made by rookie unveiled an artist's rendering
Rick Barry in NBA competition: of the proposed building.
"The guy is destined to be a
super-star in this League. He Ground for the new building
may be a year or so away but will be broken in September,
he's going to make it big. Very about the time three other new
few rookies move into starting buildings on the campus now
jobs right away, but Barry's under construction are to be
an exceptional rookie. I think dedicated, Dr. Moore reported.
he'd be an established frontline Preliminary plans for the musplayer with anybody in the Lea- ic building have already been
gue.
drawn up.
, "Other teams felt they could
Ilay off him in early games. A native of Pensacola, Mr.
They didn't respect him enough Robinson studied for a year at
;and he started right off with a Tuskegee Institute and . worked
I30-point average. But then they for two years as a carpenter in
began to work on him defen- Memphis before taking tin
sively and his average has come Civil Service .examination for
Idown. But the fact that other mail clerk.
Iclubs have to concentrate more
;on him now has helped our of- For more than 33 years he
fense in other ways."
worked as a mail clerk on the
PETE ROBINSON

Name Trot,

I've seen authenticated papers
that, Wallace has signed which There's something new in the
makes ,him eligible for consid- way of beach loungers under
eration in the United Statesithe sun.
Naval Academy. According to A new corporation formed to
information that I received,market reinforced paper profrom a navy official the sign-ducts has come out with a decing in no way commits Wallacelorative paperboard beach "mat"
to agrant-in-aid contract to play that can be elevated for tanfor the Midshipmen. The move ning or laid flat as the base for
does gives Navy high hopes ofa picnic or card games on the
landing the fine Nashville play-.beach. It folds for easy carryer.
ling and storage.

Folks Cam
A Long Way
To Dui
With

District Tournament
IS Now In Session

CADILLAC you
a
buy
MOTORS,
going to
SOUTHERN
II you are
at
off to- buy
new car
are better
here for a
trade
who
INC. People
Buys
Leave the Best

Cleselc, 2-doer sada*, radio &
heater mod wAitewalls.

'64 Olds $1895
▪ 4-door, several te sheen
from.

'60 Pont. $195

4-door lodes, •vtornefic,
• steering, white ever dart
blue.

'65 Olds $2895

'84"

4-4oer &Wan, power
ova, ng, cower Ivekes, factor, air.
110 chasm from.

'63 Ford

Fatties(' 2-dr. sodas, redie &
heater, waits tires.

tll.

s•ot cover.

STAY-RITE
KAR KARF ,(

'61 Olds $1095
U' 4-doer

WIa ,

•c

power isrod

'64 F-85 $1595

,

30 Minutes FREE installation
Op.., Doily 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
24C5 SUMMER AVENUE
Phone: 323-9192

a.,.

Delon 4-door. V4 factor/ Mr.

2525 SUMMER
323-5S511

CRYSTAL PUFF CLEAR
PLASTIC SEAT COVERS
Enfe,„,„tof•mbossed-puff"
dssr or,

$995

1964 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille Full Power, Factory Air, Like New

3t

OTHER CARS TO CHOOSE FROM, ALL MAKES
& MODELS, CLEAN, IN GOOD MECHANICAL
CONDITION. MOST OF THEM'ARE ONE OWNER.

SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.

Factory-opprove4 worratity *violable ONLY
/rook your Cadillac dealer
341 Unitia—JA 54211 or JA 7.1110
Op,. Ilveshogs

LET THE BEAUTY SHINE
R:GHT THRCUGH
Fully Guarantead, K••ps
N•w Cars Showroom Frashl
Installed FREE'

14"

CONVERTIBLE TOPS
INSTALLED FREE - High quoloy.
Guaranteed against leaking, cracking, shrinking out GI fitl Amazing
FRch4

- AUTO CARPETS
Choice of Color'
sir
Heavy Duty Pod
INSTALLED FREE

PLASTIC COVERS
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MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
HONORS PROGRAM — At a Honors Program held recently
at Melrose Hight School, thirteen new members were inducted in the school's chapter of the National Honor Society.
Members of the Melrose Honor Society are, from left to
right, Collins Conley, Beverly Joyner, Jacquelyn Smith,

Daisy Metcalf, Joanna Guriey,Eddie Waller, Gennie Sims,
George Whitney, Sammie Fletcher, Beverly Plummer.
Sandra Hamilton. Terry Addison, Breads Sanford, Margaret
Turner, Arlette Winfield, Judy Nevilles, and Shirley Stokes.
(Photo by G. L. Robinson)

LeMoyne Backs Good Students With Loans
LeMoyne College is making it,Defense Student Loans (maxi- Princeton, New Jersey for the Program Inc., Box 168, Iowa
possible for scores of students!mum of $1,000 a year) or cam- bulletin of information which City, Iowa.
includes an application form
to continue their education on pus jobs.
and lists test centers and dates Registration cards issued by '
scholarships, loans, work-study All students coming
from examinations which includes anithe testing service will indicate ;
programs and special aid, Dean ;families with
income $3,200 or application form and lists test.t.be place in Memphis the exLionel A. Arnold explained this less per year
(the income may centers and dates examinations amination Will be given. An
week.
be higher if there are more are to be given. Application to SAT test is scheduled for
He said freshmen enterin than three persons in the fam- take the ACT may be made to LeMoyne this Saturday, March'
LeMoyne with high SAT or ACT ily) may apply for the Work- the American College Testing 5.
scores may receive financial Study Program which pays the —
awards of $150, $300, $400, one- student $1.25 to $1.50 an hour
year full tuition or four-year for on or off campus work.
full tuition (four-year full tui- Students in this same
income
tion award winners may hold category may apply for
Opporthese awards for four years by tunity Grants (these are litnmaintaining an honor average). ited) which cover all expenses
Upperclassmen maintaining a for four years.
'B' (2.00 point) average may Aid at the college is given on
receive financial awards rang- the basis of ability and need.
ing from $200 to full tuition.
Admission to LeMoyne is
based on scores made on the
LOANS AVAILABLE
SAT or ACT. Application to
The dean said all students, take the SAT may be made by
except those on full tuition writing to the College Entrance
awards, may apply for National Examination Board, Box 592,

plitc

TAVER

4
,
4t
(
7/
86 PROOF

New $50 G Reward
For Bombers Asked
this week, said it was believed
the six cases of dynamite discovered not only were connected with last year's '....green box"
scare but also to the church
bombing Sept. 15, 1963 in which
four young Negro girls were
Authorities said they were killed.
just "marking time" until all Six dynamite bombs were
reports from t h e evidence planted in Negro areas of the
found have been compiled.
city last March 21-22 but army
Lt. David Orange said a large demolition experts disarmed
amount of the evidence had them before they could explode.
been sent to the FBI laboratory Less than two weeks later,
for study. He said it would be three more bombs were found
several days before the report at the homes of Mayor Albert
is returned from Washington. Boutwell and a city council
member. Each box contained
Wednesday, Jefferson County sticks of dynamite.
Sheriff Mel Bailey announced One of the bombs exploded
the discovery of a virtual at a Negro accountant's home,
"bomb factory." He said it was injuring his teenage son.
the first direct link to the The discovery of the dynabombers who have struck ter- mite last Sunday was not anror in the hearts of local resi- nounced until the following
dents for several years.
Wednesday as officers staked
Bailey, who also announced out the location in a rural counhis candidacy for re-election ty section.

YEAR OLD
KENTUCKY TAVERN
IS AN OLD SMOOTHIE
The rule is that straight Bourbon must be aged 2 years. Many
Bourbons settle for 4 years. Some for 6. But Kentucky
Taveen holds out for 8 full years. When Bourbon flavor is at
its peak. In fact we think 8 year old Kentucky Tavern is
the only Bourbon old enough—and smooth enough to drink.

$1995

Used Refrigerator, 90 Day Guar.. .. S79.95 —

$5500

2 Pc. Rose Beige, Liv. Rm. Suite. .$I39.95 —

$10000

9xI2 Lin. Reinforce Base

$12.95 —

$65"
$55"
5650

Turquoise -Nilon Frize Recliner

$44.95 —

$390

Beautiful Mellon Color
Living Room Chair

$39.95 —

$2495

7 Pc. Turquoise With Leaf

$89.95 —

5 Pc. Formica Teak Wal. Rd. Table $79.95 —

SPAGHETTI

25

8 Oz.
Pkg.

OR

MACARONI

BITS OF SEA

TUNA

16 Oz Pkg.

2FOR 37

Chunk Style-light Meat

1 2 Oz.
6/
Can
LIGHT CRUST

JAMES NICHOLS
•••
Aren't YOU ready for
a 1966 BUICK ?
Owning a BUICK
makes you feel
very Special

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

FLOUR

10 98p

Del-Monte
PINEAPPLE.GRAPEFRUIT

DRINK

ALASKA PINK

15

16 Oz.
Cans ,

46 Oz. Can

HEINZ

BABY FOOD
6 LIMIT

HI! I'm

$22.95 —

CREAM CHEESE

el965

Clearance Cash & Carry Sale
2 Step End Tables; Coffee

FRED MONTESI

SALMON

`411

2506 PARK AVE.
FA 7-3607

NOW

BORDEN'S Bon-Ton

LIBBY S

PARK AVE. FURNITURE

WAS

This Selection of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help
Make Things Easy For Mothers Who Have
Children In School — Shop Montesi Today

Blba g

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — City
leaders are trying to renew the
$50,000 reward for the bombers of the 16th Street Baptist
Church following diocc.very of
a large quantity of dynamite
outside town.

NEW

MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON

ARGO

3,
?

6For 3

SWEET 16CansOz.
PEAS

FRED MONTESI

For

MAYONNAISE
LIMIT 2

4 LIMIT

at.

DOMINO OR
GODCHAUX

2 LIMIT
'
03i•

FRED MONTESI

SUGAR

Plenty Used Items To Go Cheap

Lb.
Bag
--../-With coupon and $5.00 addlthinal aurchasit, tiscluding
0C/id value of coupon m•rchandis• (Nish milk products and
›.,..--,, tobacco also •scluded In complianc• with state law).
l One coupon per custom•r. Coupon •spire• Midnight,
Tuesday, March 8th.

g

SEE ME AND SEE

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

FRED NiC)NTE-S I il_Mj

HOW EASY IT IS
FLAVOR-KIST SALTINE

CRACKERS

SPECIAL DISCOON1 PLAN
FOR MILITARY PERSONNEL
sir
90/N To

36/

UmOn
577 5471

2989 Sumn,r,
323-5595

LIMIT 2

Lb. Box

BLUFF CITY BUICK
139 UNION

525-5311

25

FRED MONTESI
White Magic

vii DETERGENT
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LeMoyne And Grinnell
Fis• k Speaker Cites
Need For Humanities I Exchange Continues
itichard Lance, a junior of St.
Louis. Mo.; Miss Janet Roland,
a sophomore of - Clearmont,
Calif.; Miss Amy Rossman, a
semester.
Four LeMoyne students are sophomore of Portland, Ore.;
at Grinnell and five students Miss Patricia Stern, a junior of
from Grinnell are studying at Baltimore, Md., and Miss Lynda Thoman, sophomore of Palo
LeMoyne.
Grinnel students at LeMoyne: Alto, Calif.

NASHVILLE — The world professor of history Theodore LeMoyne College and Grinneeds more public officials with Currier the same time Miss nell, Iowa are continuing their
backgrounds in humanities, Constance Baker — now Mrs. student exchange program this
Federal Judge Wade McCree, Constance Baker Motley of
Jr., a Fisk university graduate, New York, held a similar stuhas told an institute here for dent assignment. Mrs. Motley
Nashville public school teach - was named a federal judge a
few days ago by President
ers.
"People who are versed in Johnson.
the humanities are able to This fact caused Currier to
make value judgments — the observe: "I wonder if any other
kirid of judgments necessary in professor at a school of this
public office," said Judge Mc- size has two former students
Cree, of Detroit, judge of assistants who have been namMichigan's
eastern
district ed federal judges?"
since receiving the appointment "Our country was developed
from the late President John by the humanists. The humanF. Kennedy in 1%1
ists can do much to make livJudge McCree was the first lug worthwhile," Judge Mcof eight speakers of an 8-week Cree said.
seminar sponsored by Fisk and Judge McCree, a graduate of
Vanderbilt University with sup- the Harvard Law School, is a l
port from the Robert A. Taft member of the Fisk Board of
Institute of Government of New Trustees.
York. The seminars' theme is
centered on "Practical Politics."
HUMANIST NEEDED
A 1941 graduate of Fisk who
was later honored with memPatricia Stern, a junior of Grinnell; Richard Lance, Junior bership in the university Phi
of Grinnell; Janet Poland, sophomore of Grinnell, and Bob. Beta Kappa Chapter, he told
REAL ESTATE
bie Raybourn, senior of LeMoyne. Atop the bell, left to the teachers technicians should'
consultation,
called
in
for
be
RossFOR SALE
and
Amy
LeMoyne,
right: Bennie Teague, senior of
but humanists are in better poman, sophomore, and Lynda Thoman, sophomore, of Grinsitions to make decisions to
\ EAST DAVANTnell.
shape the world.
LONGVIEW HTS.
Judge McCree, a graduate of
Brick home at bus line with
teaching assistant at Fisk for DR., kitchen, 2 large bedrooms

CLASSIFIED
ADS

LeMOYNE'S EXCHANGE STUDENTS — Striking up a
pose at LeMoyne College's famous old bell are Grinnell
College (Iowa) exchange students attending LeMoyne this
semester and LeMoynites who were exchange students last
year at Grinnell. In front of the landmark, left to right:
Lois McGowan, a senior of LeMoyne; Louis Harvey, a
junior of LeMoyne; Claudia Walton, a junior of LeMoyne;

13 x15. Lovely
noising costs.

NEWSBOYS Owen Officials

NOTICE

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to vour door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

bath.

Owner

pay

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY

Attend Meeting

near
64 ft. frontage on Park A ve
airways. Has 2 apartment houses on
See this today.

Look For The
Indian Sign
ALL WHO COME HERE WILL BE HAPPY,
LUCKY AND SUCCESSFUL
Holy Mother Williams does not ask you who you
ore, she tells you who you ore, and for what you
came. She tells you how to be what you want to
be. Are you a person who at times appears to be
affected by bad surrounding? Aro you touched by
evil hands? Do you fear disease? Do you give
up in dispair? Does persistent bad luck follow
you? Spells, unnatural conditions and evil influences of all kinds con be overcome by getting
advice and aid from a reliable adviser who bears
a reputation for her honesty and integrity. She
can and will help you. If you are worried, CORI*
at once in person. No problem too great for this
Holy Mother. I claim no supernatural powers.

Ia.

Open daily 8:00 in the morning till 10:00
in the evening including Sunday.

ll

Two officials of Owen college
SCHOOL ITEMS
are attending the annual meetFill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly. ing of the American Association
of Junior Colleges in session
this week in St. Louis, Mo.
YOUR NAME
Mother's name
They are Dr. Charles Dinkins,
Address
president of the school, and
Number of papers wanted weekly_ Dean-Registrar Thomas Willard.
Phone number
They will be in attendance at
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee• the meeting March 1-3, and will
return to Memphis on Friday.

F.IBee
. STS7

il?Nal

386-3738
LUCILLE SERE
REALTY CO.
1247 N. Evergreen
Member A.E.A.

SPIRITUAL
JUDGE WADE MeCREE

••..••ö. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

AUTO FOR SALE

NiginAPHissiTONNI.

ORGANS ••PIANOS

CHEVROLET 1957 BELAIR
4 dr . extra clean 6 cyl. Air conditioned, radio, heater, new W. S. tires.
One owner. $525. 683-9753.

FOR SALE-MISC

SALES•SERVICE•RENTALS

Phone
682-4637

Al

5869 SUMMER AVE.

ADVISORS

Write Rev. D. Parks and find out how
to be successful In your love affairs.
solve your money problems, learn how
to get rid of evil conditions, and en Joy good health.
8031 Parnell (Rear let Fl
Chicago 20, Si.
Tel. 846-4584

STUDIOS

LOCATED

274-5809

HIDE-A-BED
SOFA
$100, BOOKcase $9, floor lamp $9. End tables
$9.50 each, Lionel train with mounted
boar dand transformer $60. 683-9753
SPINET STYLED PIA'NO
Like new, $165. Will deliver
Phone 276-4094

482 S. Perkins Ext.

PHONE 386-2458
4.5

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

ATHAN'S
LOAN

N

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS a O'COATS a SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ON

MONEY LOANED
ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

1711 at 1711 REAL STREET JA 643004.

PEST
=WING CO:

•
•

CAN YOU USE

4111*
4k110.4

•

TERMITES-ROACHES
II/ATER BUGS-RATS
Lleented aid Mail

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
7CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
MORE

SEE GOD'S POWER IN ACTION IN THE GREATEST MIRAC

REVIVAL CAMPAIGNS OF OUR MIL

•

•
•

iô at#tOEVIVAL •

• A. ALLEN

WHERE fOlati lief YOU
GO PRIME/WWI/
SERVICE

CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

Cll. EVERS

The Auditorium March 4 thru 13 :
74 POPLAR ST. MEMPHIS

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

A.A.ALLEIM
Vain •Ittalth and Power,"
The Main *int a Super Natural
krinietry shose or...awful preaching is lemons thousands bristled
bUghty lOracite happen as he
prays the Prayer etikatireranoel

730P.M.
,
i •••• ottor,r ota 1.17

PI. KRNY 1111001111.111
The preerhall anti beloved. Magnate Associate Evangelist of the
Atha ream who is itteritationally
lumen as -The horid • Greatest
Soot Leader."ssinietere daily le
VIM Ellighty Faith Clink ow vhatai

•
•
•
•

10 DAYS ONLY

3 Great SERVICES DAILY 10:30- 2:30 - 1:311
GOD HAS PROMISED,— AND IS FULFIUJNG THAT PROMISE!... FOR
EVEN GREATER MIRACLES THAN UNDER THE OLD WHITE TENT!
SALVATION! Multitudes find Christ in a single Old -Fashioned Alter Call.
HEALING! Mass healing' take place as one prayer is prayed.
DELIVERANCE! hundreds delivered front oppression and demon possession.
FREEDOM! Multitudes are freest from. Tobacco, Liquor, Narcotics.
PROSPERITY! God is actually giviiig. people power to get wealth.
RESTORATION! ley end Happiness for thie Spirit of Heaviness

•

•
•

•

HOPE FOR THE HELPLESS HELP FOR THE HOPELESS

Have Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?

• Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do Iti

arsoP.M.

O. young evanselist wins
truly Christ-Centered ministry
are having their ,
r wag
met as he gives pereonal
teutica Sc those *whin. a
Special Touch from Clad!

BEFORE PRAYER

AFTER PRtYFSI

BEFORE PRAYER

AFTER PRAYER

MIRACULOUS EVIDENCE THAT, "JESUS CHRIST (IS) THE
SAME YESTERDAY, TODAYAND FOREVER!" HEBREWS 13:

10:iso
so.•tool 4.t.aliom jar tiwool 14.4'

•
•
•

I.
CALL JA 6-8397

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

BEF(ME PRAYER

AFTER PR AYER

BEFORE PRAYER

AFTER

Bring the Crippled and Invalid. A Norse will provide a Stretcher or
Wheelchair and administer special care for theiC comfort.
COME AND RELIEVE GOD FOR YOUR MIRACLE!

„theg 4e.toiee/ two/ duutge• yea/v ire6>e& 61
&
.
HEAR "ALLEN REVIVAL HOUR" DAILY

amities°

A dedicated. young. gospel efiestMast wives, anoimed '•figracia
masa" remind* many of Lama
Sr Mbar Davi as he pikes dews
the Glory: You'll he Ina:areal

•
•
•The Bible Sew NO MAN CAN
• •••• I.
•

KWAM
XEG
XELO

990 kc.
1050 kc.
800 kr.

9:00 AM
9:15 PM
845 PM

DO THESE MIRACLES EXCEPT SOD BE WITH HIM.)0.12
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 64450
k

AN...7 Liar Coro 01...44,144

DON •TIIIM•1111T

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

PM. CA 7.41033

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162.164-161 BEALE ST.

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender goes on sale'
Thursday of each week at the following location
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
525-9356
ADAL E CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
323-3749
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 o.m. - 12 p.m.
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
32A-9126
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
948-8041
Free Delivery 7 Days
6 a.m. Il p.m.
CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
525-1366
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
398-3984
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Ave.
324-9322
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
276-5051
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemor•
948-9100
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4793 Horn Lake Rd.

JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Pork Ave.
452-3101
Speedy Delivery
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine
176-9509
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
272-3112
KANSAS ST. SUNDRY
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silverage
Mi;GOWEN SUNDRY

ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
525-9286
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-1N GROCERY
178'
0. Mitchell Rd.
397-9274
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948-4576
.SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 525-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs

STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsece
276-2588

349 Vance

526-3682
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
1037 Boyle Ave.

SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Flordia.
948.7453
•
.'

•

MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks

TRIGG AVE
'
.-SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
942-1747

NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town
Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648

TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
TWO SISTER'S FOOD SHOP
1401 Eldridge
458-9878

ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712

VIC'S SUNDRIES_
3013 Johnson Ave.
323-5630
WELLINGTON SUNDRY

POST OFFICE.
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG
209 Beale
PRESCOTT DRUG
1430 S. Bellevue
942-1582
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
327-5497

WADLINGqN
251 E. McLremore
948-0374
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
948.7943

WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
Newspapers from All Town
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920

